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Executive summary  

In January 2015 the Mekong Delta was listed by the international travel publication Rough 
Guides as one of the top six best value destinations in the world, because of the 
authenticity of its experience and the ease of interaction with local culture and daily life. The 
majority of tourist accommodation in the Delta is located in the three provinces of An Giang, 
Can Tho and Kien Giang according to VNAT statistics. 

A Memorandum of Understanding on cooperation was signed on 18 October 2014 by the 
Provincial People‟s Committees of An Giang, Can Tho and Kien Giang and the Vietnam 
National Administration for Tourism. To support this, an ESRT technical mission was 
undertaken in January 2015 with the following objectives: 

 To identify optimum practical approach for Destination Management through round 
table discussions in the three provinces 

 To review current tourism development and marketing proposals 

 To identify key themes to make the Delta a unique tourism destination in Vietnam. 

 To outline action plan to address key issues, in particular how to increase economic, 
social and environmental benefits.  

 To identify optimum practical approach for Destination Management  

 To undertake workshops to present findings & recommendations 

As noted in the terms of reference, the three provinces form a key part of the Mekong Delta, 
which is the largest territory of wetland in Vietnam with the diversity of special habitats 
including inland marshes and coastal wetlands, mangroves and marine environments. The 
three provinces are also a living cultural area with unique and diverse heritage expressed 
through festivals, temples, crafts, historical and cultural monuments. These unique assets for 
tourism are largely unexploited because the Mekong Delta region is divided into small 
political units and has no common strategy for developing a tourism identity and product 
based on its unique features. It is essential to bring provinces together to do this and the 
three province consortium is an important first step towards wider cooperation.  

To compete effectively, destinations have to deliver superb experiences and excellent value 
to visitors. Destination management calls for a coalition of these different interests to work 
towards a common goal to ensure the viability and integrity of their destination now, and for 
the future. This is a key challenge the Mekong Delta, where the marketing of the region is 
minimal and uncoordinated, and most tourism enterprises (except on Phu Quoc) attract very 
limited leisure tourism and have a short average length of stay, despite many features of 
tourism interest that could be offered in their immediate area.  

The following tourism development opportunities were identified in the mission: 

 Water-based tourism so that visitors can more easily explore the region by boat. In 
particular there is a rapidly growing worldwide market for quality river cruises. The 
wetland ecosystems and mangrove forests are unique assets for tourism as well as 
for countering rising sea levels, and must be preserved. 
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 Improving the region‟s religious tourism product, especially through improving visitor 
management and site maintenance, as well as providing better standard facilities. 

 Tourism potential relating to smaller islands with beaches, marine ecology and the 
lifestyle of the inhabitants. Islands are however very fragile ecosystems and the 
dangers of over-development through tourism but be avoided. 

 There is potential in the region for rural tourism involving better quality homestay, 
orchards and experiencing the food and lifestyles of the different peoples of the 
Mekong Delta. In addition to floating markets, agricultural practices such as the 
water-borne rice harvest, could become must see experiences for visitors to Vietnam. 
Backpacker tourism needs to be encouraged to open up the destination more and 
make it fashionable. 

 There is wide potential for more cultural and historical tourism, ranging from spiritual 
sites to the ancient Funan (Oc Eo) civilization, to waterway development and 
settlement by Viet, Khmer. Cham and Chinese peoples, as well as the region‟s 
revolutionary tradition. 

These potential assets, while not distributed evenly, are mostly common to the three 
provinces and need to be strengthened and complement each other, so that higher quality, 
special and unique joint tourism products can be developed. In the past the provinces have 
concentrated on trying to develop what is different between them: Now they need to 
concentrate on strengthening what they share, highlighting what is unique about the Mekong 
Delta as a whole. This will enable them to capitalise on the region‟s unique selling point and 
make the Mekong Delta a much more visited tourist destination. It has particular potential to 
attract longer staying, second time visitors to Vietnam who wish to explore more of this 
fascinating country. 

Can Tho City has as the position of the main city of the whole Mekong Delta region. It is an 
important traffic hub by land, air and river. It is the gateway to the Mekong Delta and to the 
three provinces in particular. It is recommended that this strength be capitalised on. For 
example, the city‟s international airport could be rebranded as the Mekong Delta 
International Airport. Incentivising the development of more flights to the airport, and making 
it genuinely “international” must be tourism development priorities. Better explanations of the 
river transport network and river trip options are needed, to make them as tourist-friendly as 
those of Venice. In addition to its business tourism potential and growing hotel stock, the city 
also has potential ti develop as the hub for overnight cruises, and exploring agro-tourism 
with the visit to orchards and experiencing farmers‟ lifestyles and the Delta ecology. At 
present the Mekong-based product offer appears to the visitor quite limited. 

An Giang Province has its own advantages with its holy temples, and mountains rising from 
the fertile rice fields of the Delta. It also has historical and revolutionary monuments, 
historical canals and attractive market towns. It shares a land border with Cambodia but 
visitors tend to pass quickly through the province. There are however many things of tourist 
interest here, waiting to be discovered. The first steps will be to improve the product for the 
domestic market so that they stay longer, and to encourage backpackers, the pioneers of 
new destination discovery, to make the province fashionable to holiday in, following the 
experience of places like Mai Chao in the Northern Highlands. Chao Doc and Long Xuyen 
are both attractive potential tourist hubs, but lack the small businesses including tour 
operators, craft shops, mini-hotels and backpacker-style pubs and restaurants, which are 
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essential to get international tourism growing. Both towns could also develop more moorings 
to enable them to become more attractive stops for overnight cruises. 

Kien Giang Province has two UNESCO biosphere reserve areas and has developed a 
detailed Tourism Development Strategy (2013) which highlights the potential of its nature, 
coastline, culture and islands. This strategy should be implemented. At present the main 
tourism concentration is on Phu Quoc island (where there are significant emerging 
responsible tourism issues) with a sub-node at Ha Tien. There is however potential to make 
Rach Gia more of a leisure tourism hub, with excursion potential to Hon Dat and the 
biosphere reserve. Homestay product is currently lacking and should be developed with a 
Delta-feel. The attractive colonial-style Rach Gia museum could be developed as a centre 
highlighting Oc Eo culture, and as a flagship for the regeneration of the old city as a tourism 
area. 

In terms of tourism marketing the three province region is not a natural destination at 
present from either the domestic or an international perspective: Domestic visitors think in 
terms of provinces (with Phoc Quoc considered a separate destination); international visitors 
think in terms of Mekong Delta and Phoc Quoc. There is some scope to encourage visitors 
to travel between the three provinces if awareness of their product is raised, however the 
logic of tourism destination limited to three provinces and based on political boundaries is 
questionable. The destination approach advocated in the Government‟s Vietnam Tourism 
Development Strategy to 2020, Vision to 2030, which sees the Mekong Delta as one 
destination makes more sense from a marketing point of view. As this region contains a 
large proportion of the Delta‟s accommodation and its central airport, it is recommended that 
it pioneer high quality Mekong Delta experiences and adopt a strong Mekong Delta identity. 
In this regard the role of the Mekong Delta Tourism Association (representing the business 
sector should be strengthened and eventually lead to wider Mekong Delta marketing. In 
terms of key marketing themes to make this region and the Delta a unique tourism 
destination in Vietnam, the following clustering opportunities have been identified: 

 Mekong Delta overnight cruises (potential to expand and improve quality) 

 Mekong Delta discovery from the regions towns 

 Mekong Delta homestay 

 Spiritual sites  

 Food, agriculture and floating markets 

 Floating forests 

 Islands and boat trips (river and sea) 

 Backpacker tourism exploring the Mekong Delta 

 

The destination management approach in each province and in the three provinces 
should focus on the following: 

1. Each province, on the basis of its potential, needs to develop for itself a network of 
complete Mekong tourism products and services to ensure visitors stay longer in 
each province, as well as continuing to develop unique and different products, where 
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they exist. This means that each province to some extent will develop products 
similar with other provinces (more accessible floating markets [Cai Rang, Phong 
Dien, Long Xuyen,etc.] more quality homestay, more river cruises and orchard visits). 
This will give tourists more choices, and force tourist sites have to compete with each 
other leading to better quality and service. It will also give the region a strong 
network of core products for the Mekong Delta as a whole, creating a quality 
unique selling point in international terms. 

2. Enhancing and improving existing products and services to meet common 
standards, so that the three provinces‟ towns and cities develop into tourism hubs 
able to offer quality Mekong Delta experiences. 

3. Each province should encourage the development of new Mekong themed product: 
along river banks, on the water or around other interesting destinations such as 
revolutionary sites at Hon Dat, near forest areas, at fishing villages or on islands. 

4. Each province should encourage and facilitate the business sector to establish more 
local travel agents within the region, so that there are more creative local packages 
available and less dependence on HCMC tour operators as determinants of where 
visitors go. 

5. The three provinces can coordinate training and quality management for key 
products shared between them, for example hotel standards (VTOS), homestay, 
water safety, tour guiding, tour operations, etc. 

6. The mission also identified potential for the business sector and international 
investors to develop riverside hotels and eco-lodges with a unique Mekong Delta 
feel; and for hotel boats offering high class overnight river cruises for sightseeing 
along Mekong River, both within Delta region and to Cambodia. A coordinated 
approach involving Mekong transport authorities and other provinces would be 
needed to release the potential of what should be a flagship and icon Mekong Delta 
product for Vietnam, equal in attractiveness but very different to Ha Long Bay. 

An intensification of tourism training to make the region special is recommended as follows: 

 At regional level the three provinces should cooperate with the business sector and 
training institutions to develop general training courses about regional tourist 
information for tour guides, tourism information centre staff and customer care. They 
should organize training courses on small hotel management and services and safety 
in boats. They should organize training workshops for beach management, tourist 
attractions, and entertainment centre managers; and for rescue teams, police, taxi 
drivers, etc. They should use more effectively the universities and vocational colleges 
by promoting their role and involvement in tourism planning, research and 
development of the region (tourism products, tourist statistics, guest survey etc.) as 
well as encouraging more foreign languages training for the region. 

 At industry level (tourism/ hotel associations): there should be more and 
cooperation between professional clubs in the three provinces. More clubs related to 
specific tourism services should be encouraged.  

 At training institution level (universities/ tourism vocational colleges):should 
exchange programmes, tourism and hospitality training course materials  more 
closely and develop Mekong-specific tourism training material (sustainability, water-
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based tourism, local history, etc.) Learning exchange and teachers exchange should 
be encouraged, supporting each other by sharing resources, training cooperation 
projects, and industry liaison. Tourism schools should take initiative to have a closer 
links with enterprises for students to work as paid trainees and capture the actual 
requirements of the business sector, and adjust the training program in accordance 
with the industry requirements. 

 At provincial level DCSTs should support and coordinate a link between schools 
and businesses. Tourism Colleges/schools should improve teaching quality, 
innovative training programs, increase teaching foreign languages and practical 
skills, and reduce theory Investment is needed in standard craft practice facilities, 
and colleges should try to gain access to available facilities (cafeterias, dining rooms, 
guesthouses and hotels willing to provide their facilities as craft practicing bases for 
training). 

 Tourism enterprises should collaborate with schools in the evaluation of 
professional skills for working staff and develop proper training orientation plans. 
Enterprises should recommend qualified managers to assist in teaching and guiding 
expertise in Hospitality and Tourism schools. All tourism enterprises should have 
training plan including a training budget and establish an expert group in each 
enterprise to support in-house training. 

The mission concludes that destination management in the three provinces will most 
effectively be delivered at province level (this is where political power and budgetary 
responsibility are) but that there is scope to develop a broader approach to product 
development and training, keeping the potential and international image of the wider Delta 
region in mind. A separate destination management approach will most likely be needed for 
Pho Quoc island which was not examined in detail during the mission. The potential role of 
the Mekong Delta Tourism Association should also not be overlooked in representing the 
business sector and marketing the wider Mekong Delta. 
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1. Background  

1.1 Destination management 

The United Nations World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) highlights the importance of 
destination management as follows: 

To compete effectively, destinations have to deliver wonderful experiences and excellent 
value to visitors. The business of tourism is complex and fragmented and from the time that 
visitors arrive in the destination until they leave, the quality of their experience is affected by 
many services and experiences; including a range of public and private services, community 
interactions, environment and hospitality. Delivering excellent value will depend on many 
organisations working together in unity. Destination management calls for a coalition of these 
different interests to work towards a common goal to ensure the viability and integrity of their 
destination now, and for the future.

1
 

The Environmentally and Socially Responsible Tourism Capacity Development Programme 
(ESRT) has initiated this assignment with the Vietnam National Tourism Administration 
(VNAT) to assist the provinces of An Giang, Kien Giang and Can Tho Cty noting that 

It is very important that effective governance structures for tourism are in place locally. It is at 
the local destination level that many services vital to tourism are delivered and where the 
positive and negative socio-economic and environmental impacts of tourism are most 
apparent, requiring sound local planning and management. In many countries there is an 
increasing tendency for local tourism governance to be based on public-private or multi-
stakeholder collaboration and partnerships, sometimes in the form of Destination 
Management Organisations (DMOs). The importance of involving tourism businesses and 
local communities in the planning and development of tourism in their areas is also widely 
recognised. 

The assignment shall contribute to an enhanced tourism offering delivering improved 
performance and demand-driven implementation at destination level by developing a strategic 
vision for tourism development, to include implementation building capacities and monitoring 
results.

2
 

1.2 Government mandate for regional destination management  

A Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation for combined tourism development by the 
People‟s Committees of An Giang, Can Tho and Kien Giang was signed on 18 October 
2014. The People‟s Committees committed to entering a cooperative relationship for tourism 
development with a view to appropriately exploiting the tourism potential of each province 
and promoting regional tourism growth in a sustainable manner through tourism 
development programmes and plans. The cooperation is aimed at achieving an agreement 

                                                
1
 UNWTO (2007) A Practical Guide to Tourism Destination Management. Madrid. 

 
2 ESRT (2014) Terms of reference for “Development of a comprehensive blue print on how to most 
effectively approach the challenges of incorporating responsible tourism principles in the 
development, marketing and management of ESRT pilot destinations”  
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on guidelines, policies and major contents of cooperation, financed partially by the 
corresponding budget of each province, the remaining part shall be implemented a by those 
economic sectors that have sufficient capability and financial viability in each local area 
based on the market demands. The Memorandum encourages various economic sectors to 
take part in development of proposal for the cooperation details, based on market demands 
and shared organization of implementation. 

The Memorandum commits the authorities to greater cooperation on the following: 

 tourism management and development mechanisms and policies; 

 tourism product development; 

 publicity and promotion of tourism; and 

 human resource development. 

The initiative recognises a Regional Steering Committee and a Regional Management Unit: 
ERST support will help to further this destination management process and help to bring it 
into line with best practice in responsible tourism (i.e. involve a sharing of responsibility for 
tourism destination management amongst all tourism stakeholders). 

The Strategy for Tourism Development in Vietnam to 2020, Vision 2030 includes the 
following policies: 

 Quality product will be developed based on the natural strengths of regions. 
Particular attention will be paid to marine/beach tourism, cultural tourism products, 
and nature-based tourism (including ecotourism).  

 New tourism products will also be encouraged: Cruising; meetings, incentives, 
conferences and exhibitions (MICE); educational tourism; wellness and Vietnamese 
cuisine. 

The Government‟s national strategy outlines triple bottom line objectives as follows3: 

Economic objectives 

 To attract 10 to 10.5 million international visitors by 2020 (7.6 percent annual 
increase) and serve 48 million domestic tourism (5.3 percent annual increase). 

 To increase tourism revenues to US$ 18-19 billion by 2020 (13.8 percent increase to 
2015, 12 annual percent increase thereafter). 

 To contribute 6.5 to 7 percent of gross domestic production (GDP) by 20204. 

 To attract $42.5 billion in investment,5 increasing room supply (580,000 rooms by 
2020). 

Social objectives 

 To increase numbers employed in the tourism industry to over 3 million, of whom 
870,000 are direct jobs. 

                                                

3  Based on an unofficial translation 
4 This target is dependent on how other sectors of the economy perform. 
5 Responsibility for this objective lies at Provincial level. 
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 To ensure that tourism development contributes to the preservation and promotion of 
Vietnam‟s cultural values, improving the lives of its people. 

Environmental objectives 

 To develop green tourism activities associated with preserving and promoting the 
value of natural resources and environmental protection, ensuring that tourism 
development complies with environmental law. 

The Government‟s strategy mandates the following approach: Focus on 

(i) the domestic market, in particular resort tourism, entertainment, short breaks and 
shopping; and  

(ii) the following target markets: 

Asia-Pacific 

Nearby markets in North East Asia (China6, Japan, South Korea), South East Asia 
(Singapore Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand), and Australia. 

Western markets 

Western Europe (France, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Spain and 
Scandanavia); North America (United States and Canade) and Eastern Europe 
(Russian Federation, Ukraine). 

New markets 

The Middle East and India 

1.3 Mekong Delta Tourism Strategy  

The Government‟s Strategy for Tourism Development in Vietnam to 2020, Vision 2030 
defines the Mekong Delta region in terms which the international visitor would understand, 
i.e. twelve provinces7 and Can Tho City. It identifies the region‟s tourism products as follows: 

 eco-tourism,  

 orchard and river culture,  

 relaxation tourism,  

 island and marine eco-tourism, and  

 MICE. 

The Mekong Delta Tourism Association (MDTA) brings together Tourism Associations 
covering all Delta provinces. 

According to the Vietnam Times (20 September 2014) the Institute for Tourism Development 
Research (ITDR) is working to complete a strategy for Cuu Long (Mekong) River Delta 
tourism.8 Map 1 illustrates the provincial make-up of the Delta and provincial capitals. 

                                                

6
 In May-June 2014 a territorial dispute with China regarding the Spratly Islands (part of Da Nang province)  

resulted in a dramatic slowdown in growth from this market. 
7
 Long An, Dong Thap, An Giang, Kien Giang, Ca Mau, Bac Lieu, Soc Trang, Ben Tre, Tra Vinh, Vinh Long, Tien 

Giang, and Hau Giang. 
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Map1: Mekong Delta Provinces 

 

Source: <http://www.vktour.com/map/saigon-mekong-delta-route-map.html> 

This ESRT strategy, based on VNAT‟s request, considers destination management needs of 
the three important areas of the larger Mekong Delta destination (An Giang, Can Tho City 
and Kien Giang). These three provinces are very important domestic tourism destinations, 
capturing more domestic visitors than the combined other nine Mekong Delta provinces. The 
three Provinces do not however form a destination from the perspective of international 
tourists at present, as there is no common identify in terms of geographic recognition: Rather 
for international tourists the recognised region is wider, “the Mekong Delta” (thirteen 
provinces) , or possibly the Western Delta (six provinces West of the Mekong‟s main 

                                                                                                                                                  

8
 <http://vietnamnews.vn/domestic-press-highlights/260377/mekong-delta-tourism-needs-new-plan.html> 
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distributaries, Hau and Tien).  In the recent past these three Western Delta provinces 
combined to form the “4+1” consortium, however such political combinations have little 
market recognition in tourism. None-the-less the three provinces of An Giang, Can Tho and 
Kien Giang do have shared emerging destination management challenges, which are 
common to most Mekong Delta provinces and which are discussed in this report. 

Chart 1 Illustrates comparative provincial tourism performance in the Delta region in 2014. 
More detailed data for An Giang, Can Tho and Kien Giang is provided at chapter 2. 

CHART 1 

Source: MDTA 

This chart shows that in 2012 Can Tho had the largest international arrival numbers of the 
three provinces, being the perceived capital of the Delta and closer to Ho Chi Minh City 
(HCMC). However since 2012 Pho Quoc in Kien Giang Province has been growing in 
popularity, so figures should be treated with caution. Despite its international border 
crossings from Cambodia, arrivals in An Giang Province are relatively small, reflecting the 
tendency for international visitors to travel from Vietnam to Cambodia, rather than vice 
versa. 

Arrivals figures overall can be quite misleading however, as a better measure of tourism 
impact at Province level is the number of overnights in serviced accommodation (arrivals 
often simply pass through may not spend so much money). Chart 2 illustrates estimated 
expenditure. 
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CHART 2 

 

Source: MDTA 

These figures reflect Phu Quoc island (Kien Giang province) having a good supply of 4 and 
5 star hotels. The Can Tho figures reflects its status as the new capital of the Delta with 
strong business-related tourism and the largest population. 

Chart 3 (accommodation supply) is however probably the most reliable indicator of the 
overnight tourism situation, or at least its immediate potential back in 2012 based on supply 
of accommodation recorded by VNAT. Accommodation supply figures need to be treated 
with caution however owing to the need to update figures in a situation of rapid growth and 
incomplete hotel classification. 
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CHART 3  

 

Source: VNAT 

This VNAT chart shows the biggest accommodation supply in Kien Giang, much of which is 
located on Pho Quoc island. These three charts illustrate the relative importance of these 
three provinces for overnight tourism in the Mekong Delta. However it must be remembered 
that domestic tourism is by far the largest source market for these provinces (over 90% in An 
Giang, and Can Tho for example). Accommodation supply outside Phu Quoc is largely 
driven by domestic demand, not international tourism demand.  

Chart 4 illustrates domestic tourism in 2014, which is almost ten times bigger in terms of 
volume than international tourism at present, so has the greatest environmental and 
economic impact.  
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CHART 4 

 

Source: MDTA 

The main reason for An Giang‟s strong domestic tourism is the appeal of its spiritual sites, in 
particular to Mieu Ba Chua Xu Nui Sam (the Shrine of Sam Mountain‟s Lady of the Realm) 
during the winter months. The shrine is housed in a modern complex at the foot of the 
mountain. Figures for Kien Giang include Phu Quoc island: Tourism in the mainland regions 
of Rach Ga and Ha Tien is significantly less than on Phu Quoc. Kien Giang is seeing strong 
domestic tourism growth, also mostly to Phu Quoc. 

VNAT statistics do however imply that these three Western Provinces have the strongest 
domestic tourism industry in the Mekong Delta region (chart 5), although in international 
terms, they are less attractive at present, capturing less than a third of international visitors 
(chart 6). 
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CHART 5 

 

Source: MDTA 

CHART 6 

 

Source: MDTA 
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1.4 Review of current tourism development and marketing proposals 

1.4.1 Provincial tourism development strategy of An Giang 

An Giang‟s Tourism Plan to 2015, Vision 20209 is a well thought out development strategy, 
focussing on the Province‟s key strengths. It is also a responsible tourism plan, aiming to 
bring together many government departments, communities and businesses to take shared 
responsibility for implementation. 

Many tourism and cultural works of historical significance and cultural value have been put 
into tourism use in An Giang, creating important assets for the Province. These includes 
heritage sites, traditional trade villages; tourism areas and accommodation establishments. 
The Province reports 80 accommodation establishments with nearly 2,025 rooms, one of 
which is 4-star, 3 of which being 3-star hotels and 30 of which are 1-star. 

The An Giang Tourism Plan notes that the number of overnight visitors is currently relatively 
small, length of stay is short; and accommodation establishments and restaurants do not 
meet rising market requirements in terms of both quantity and quality, particularly in high 
season or occasions when large events are organized. The DCST is aware that the 
organization of tourism activities is fragmented, small-scale, lacking in coherence and 
professionalism; types of entertainment and services are poor, and tourism products are not 
diverse, of low quality and not considered attractive enough. Socialization of tourism 
activities and competitiveness of tourism enterprises are weak. 

Implementing Resolution No. 11-NQ/TU dated 18/01/2013 of the Provincial Party 
Committee, the Province is committed the following strategy: 

 Promote better the potential and strengths of local tourism, create breakthrough in 
comprehensive development, diversify tourism products, invest in construction of 
infrastructure and training of HR so that An Giang becomes one of leading tourism 
centres in the Mekong Delta.  

 Improve the quality and value of tourism sector and thereby contributing to increasing 
contribution rate of tourism sector to the province‟s GDP.  

 Contribute to changing the labour structure of the province in a positive way, 
facilitating the movement from rural labour to labourers working in commerce, service 
and tourism areas.  

 Overcoming limitations, striving to turn tourism sector into a spearhead economic 
sector of An Giang province and turn the province into the cultural tourism centre of 
the Mekong River Delta and Vietnam. 

The plan notes that tourism development is a long-term task and a shared responsibility of 
all Party committees, authorities and communities. It is necessary to attach tourism 
development with development of other economic sectors to boost shifting of economic 
structure, sustainable poverty reduction, social welfare guaranteeing and protection of 

                                                

9 An Giang People‟s Committee (2014) Plan for implementation of Resolution No. 11-NQ/TU dated 18/01/2013 of 

Provincial Communist Party Committee on accelerating tourism development of An Giang Province until 2015 
and orientation towards 2020 dated 20 January 2014 
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natural resources and the environment. It is also crucial that An Giang province have close 
collaboration with provinces in key economic zones, the Mekong Delta and regional 
countries in order to develop tourism together with socio-economic development. 

The Plan‟s objectives are to: 

 Turn An Giang into an attractive destination, with unique features, prestige and high 
competitiveness in the Mekong Delta and nationwide.  

 Accelerate development of tourism to turn An Giang into a key national tourism area, 
establish a tourism brand name for An Giang.  

 The Province will strive to receive more than 6 million tourists by 2015; over 6.8 
million tourists by 2020; with over 680,000 tourists served by tourism enterprises, 
75,000 of whom are international visitors (an average annual increase of 5%). By 
2020, the proportion of the tourism sector to the province‟s GDP aims to make up 
8%.  

 Mobilize and encourage investment resources to increase the number of 
accommodation establishments, restaurants, entertainment venues, service facilities 
in a civilized, modern and professional manner to meet increasingly higher demands 
of tourists; and speed up implementation of large scale projects in the master plan of 
economic - social development to 2020, vision until 2030 approved by the Prime 
Minister. 

 Develop green tourism, attach tourism activities to the preservation and promotion of 
cultural and historical values, natural resources and environmental protection. 
Develop tourism on the basis of rational protection and usage of natural resources, 
guaranteeing long-term development and sustainability. Enhance promotion, 
introduction of historical traditions, culture and natural beauty of An Giang.  

 

The Plan proposes to focus development of four typical tourism product areas: 

- Religious tourism:  

Invest in development of Cam mountain and Sam mountain tourist areas with Ba 
Chua Xu temple; well organise the national-level religious festival of praising Ba Chua Xu 
with many traditional cultural and sports activities (bull racing and folk games.); build Chau 
Doc integrated entertainment area to attract and extend tourists‟ length of stay. 

- Relaxation tourism:  

 Cam mountain and Sam mountain tourism areas:  invest in infrastructure and call for 
investment in tourism services, focusing on entertainment and relaxation areas, taking 
advantage of the special height and climate of Cam mountain to turn the area into a “second 
Dalat” in the Mekong Delta. 

- Eco and water-based tourism:  

Tra Su cajuput forest: Formation and development of eco and natural tourism. 
Organizing appropriate tours without damaging environmental landscapes; expand the buffer 
zone outside Tra Su cajuput forest to develop traditional eco-tourism of the Mekong River 
region, such as fishing or sightseeing by local boat or cooking local traditional food, etc.  
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Binh Thien lake eco tourism area: Invest in the infrastructure of Binh Thien lake, 
restore the traditional weaving village of Cham ethnic minority, form a traditional sailing club 
and introduce modern sailing club and water sports to meet diversified demands of tourists. 

 In the three communes of Gieng island, construct piers to receive tourists arriving in 
Tan My commune by waterway transport. Develop typical products of each commune, 
exploit such relics as  characteristics of each commune; mining relics such as Gieng island 
church, Ong Dao Nam pogado, garden tourism in Binh Phuoc Xuan and My Hiep communes 
to attract pilgrim tourists.  

- Cultural and historical tourism:  

 National-level tourism area such as President Ton Duc Thang‟s memorial area, 
combine the tour with rural, eco or community based tourism as well as traditional cultural 
tourism (folk culture, folk music performance)  

Oc Eo cultural relic: sightseeing, study Oc Eo culture, Oc Eo Cultural museum. 

Historical relic group: Ba Chuc tomb – Tuc Dup hill – O Ta Soc revolution military 
base. 

Exploit tourism products in line with cultural activities:  

Bay Nui cow racing festival: upgrade this festival to a national-level one. Research to 
form a cow racing course to serve tourists.  

Develop traditional cultural and artistic clubs such as Don ca tai tu (folk music) and 
artistic performance of Hoa, Khmer and Cham people. 

Restore Du Ke art of Khmer people, wedding ceremony of Cham people...  

Orientate and enable travel enterprises inside and outside the province to develop 
tours and routes from the Mekong River Delta to Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Myanmar 
and vice versa.  

Cooperate with tourism enterprises and associations inside and outside Vietnam to 
exploit existing tourism route and expand to other regions in Vietnam. Open new tourism 
routes, especially road transport tourism routes with regional countries like Cambodia, Laos, 
Thailand and China, etc. At the same time, cooperate with cities and provinces with flights 
from Southeast Asia, Asia, Europe and America. Introduce and advertise typical tourism 
products of An giang in order to attract international tourists.  

Restore and exploit typical and unique food of An Giang to introduce to and attract 
tourists. The tourism sector provides statistics, develop and publish food handbook to 
provide information to tourists coming to An Giang. Take steps to bring An Giang‟s 
specialties into the food records of Vietnam, the region and other continents. 

Apply preferential and tourism stimulating policies to encourage economic sectors to 
invest in business activities which provide new tourism services; construct parks and 
recreation areas, attractive cultural and sports activites, stops, shopping, cuisine serve areas 
in Long Xuyen city, Chau Doc city and other tourist attractions in the province. Concentrate 
on investing in Chau Doc city so that it can meet criteria of being a tourist centre of the 
province.  
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Assign Long Xuyen City People‟s Committee to take the lead and cooperate with 
relevant departments and industries of the province to upgrade the current night market 
system, local specialities and cuisine towards serving domestic and international tourists to 
An Giang.  

1.4.2 City tourism development strategy of Cam Tho 

The revised Tourism Development Plan of Can Tho City to 2020, Vision 2030 refers to the 
following products: 

 City breaks  

 MICE  

 Resorts, especially for domestic tourists.  

 Sightseeing (culture, history, waterway, visits to orchards, traditional craft 

villages and ancient villages) 

 Sports, entertainment and relaxation: including eco-tourism (sic). 

The plan sees urban tourism is a special strength of Can Tho compared to other localities in 

the region. It states that the development of this type of tourism will contribute to making Can 

Tho an important tourism counterbalance to Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi. 

Secondly tourism development in Phong Dien, on hillocks and islands on the Hau River are 

identified as important secondary tourism products for city breaks of Can Tho. 

Other development areas are identified as: 

- Southern Can Tho City (Cai Rang District): The development of this area is closely linked 

to urban development in southern Can Tho City. With the development of this urban area, 

investment will be more attractive and tourism service activities will be needed. The main 

character of this area is trade service for urban residents. 

- Con Au: On this hillock, it is proposed that a casino will be built as a highlight close to Can 

Tho International Airport. 

- Con Son: Eco-tourism and luxurious resorts will be developed on this hillock linking with 

waterway activities and small-sized facilities and quiet spaces. The eco-tourism and resort 

sites here can be accessed directly by the waterway. Visitors can travel by boats directly to 

the reception and from there they will also travel by boat to their resort rooms. A nine hole 

mini golf course is suggested. It is planned to build 2 or 3 eco-tourism resorts in Con Son 

that are independent from each other and in different styles to provide more choice for 

visitors. 

- Phong Dien: maintaining and successfully developing the existing garden houses and 

tourism villages and building new facilities suitable to market needs is proposed; also 
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investing in developing an orchard eco-tourism urban area in Phong Dien covering 300ha 

(about 50ha in the initial phase). 

- Tan Loc Island: investing in developing community-based orchard eco-tourism on Tan Loc 

Island in Thot Not District is suggested. 

New road developments are seen as facilitating the development of O Mon new urban area 

and Thot Not Center (with Tan Loc Island). The main tourism resources in this area are 

listed as Tan Loc Island, Bang Lang Stork Ground, Mekong River Delta Rice Institute, Hau 

River State Farms, Co Do, Thoi Long roofing-making village, rice paper-making village, 

Chau Van Liem Temple, Co Do Historical Relic of Annam Communist Party Cell. The plan 

suggests the development of the following: 

 Community-based eco-tourism and waterway tourism (Tan Loc Island); 

 Agro tourism (Mekong River Delta Rice Institute and State farms); 

 Craft village tourism (Thot Not) 

 MICE (in O Mon new urban area) 

The plan is focused on identifying perceived opportunities for investment, in particular for 

Cantho Tourist Company‟s lands. Specific objectives in investment for tourism development 

in Can Tho from now until 2030 are:  

- Develop Can Tho into a real regional and national tourist center. 

- Concentrate in developing urban tourism and trade, business tourism. 

- Strengthen linkages of inter-regional transport hubs. 

- Improve tourist service quality in garden houses, tourist villages, floating markets. 

- Develop waterway and eco-tourism on hillocks along the Hau River  

- Develop cultural and historical relics, craft villages...  

- Diversify types of tourism and resorts and expand eco-tourism and waterway 

tourism.  

- Develop and improve service quality of the system of hotels, restaurants, 

entertainment services in inner city. 

Priority investment projects are suggested as follows: 

 In terms of quantity: Develop sufficient number of accommodation establishments as 

forecasted in the revised plans for different phases. 
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 In terms of quality: It is needed to invest in building at least a 5-star hotel and 

developing a system of 3, 4-star hotels to meet the need of high-spending visitors, 

particularly businesspeople and MICE tourists.  

 To diversify tourism types and products in Can Tho, by giving priority to investment 

projects in sports, fair and exhibition complexes at regional level.  

A concentrated urban tourism service centre is proposed. This tourism complex can be built 

in Ninh Kieu Pier with a system of restaurants, bars and other tourism services facilities.  

Investment in the development of entertainment facilities in Can Tho is sought including: 

 Development of folk forms of entertainment in combination with modern forms in 

inner city and major urban centres linking with parks and tourist sites and attractions. 

 Development of nature-related entertainment such as outdoor activities and water 

sports. 

 Development of advanced entertainment activities. 

 Development of tourist sites and attractions: In addition to developing city breaks, the 

plan states that Can Tho should pay attention to developing tourist sites and 

attractions based on its existing tourism resources. 

1.4.3 Provincial tourism development strategy of Kien Giang 

The Master Plan for Tourism Product Development in Kien Giang 2020, and Vision to 2030 

was approved in December 2013. The strategy suggests many tourism opportunities in the 

Province: The strategy consists of eleven “market penetration strategies”, ten product 

development strategies, five market development strategies and seven strategies for tourism 

product diversification. The plan covers both the mainland and Phu Quoc. It lists over 30 

products which the Province could sell, but few of these are currently (2015) easily 

accessible to tourists, especially on the mainland. 

Research on Phu Quoc is currently being undertaken by ITDR with Japan International 

Development Agency (JICA) support. The German development agency Deutsche 

Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammena (GIZ) is supporting the Kien Giang Biosphere 

Reserve10 which has two parts, one on the Delta and one on Pho Quoc. Through Australian 

Aid and GIZ, Kien Giang has been supported to develop Guidelines for Developing Tourism 

                                                

10
 There are eight UNESCO Biosphere reserves in Vietnam, three of which are in the Greater Delta region.. 

Biosphere reserves are areas of terrestrial and coastal ecosystems that promote solutions to reconcile the 
conservation of biodiversity with its sustainable use (including tourism use). They consist of core zones of strictly 
protected ecosystem, a buffer zone where limited human activity is permitted, and a transition zone where 
greater activity is allowed. <http://www.unesco.org/new/en/hanoi/natural-sciences/biosphere-reserves/> 
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in Kien Giang Province, particularly the Ha Tien-Dong Ho Area (2012) and other studies on 

tourism potential. These reports give excellent advice on how and where to develop tourism 

in a sustainable manner. 

The domestic tourists market: is identified as the key focus. The product is relaxation, 

entertainment, weekend holidays, shopping and family tours:  

 Relaxation includes summer holidays, national holidays, and vacations;  

 Festivals, spiritual visitors;  

 Weekend traveling, shopping;  

 Staff retreats  

 Combined business trips, and; 

 Other specific tours: Ecology, adventures, sports, medical, healthcare, beauty. 

For foreign tourist markets: the Province aims to concentrate on near Asian markets: 

Northeast Asia (Japan, China, and Korea); Southwest Asia (Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

and Thailand) while also exploiting other high-end markets form the Western Europe. 

Kien Giang province‟s strategy lists multiple product development categories, divided into 

three categories as follows:  

1. Distinctive tourism products:  

 Luxury sea resorts  

 High-level conference 

 Study tours and eco-tourism activities in tropical forests on islands 

 Study tours on dugong, dolphin and turtles in a natural environment.  

 Visiting the wild animal reserves on islands 

 Visiting the karst eco-system interfering between plans and sea 

 Visiting and shopping at pearls selling and raising farms 

 Visiting the Phu Quoc hair swirling dog camps and dogs racing.  

2.  Main tourism products:  

 Sea resorts at intermediate level 

 Common sea resorts 

 Conference tourism  
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 Border gate tourism  

 Transfer tourism  

 Religious and spiritual tourism 

 Sea-sports tourism  

 Dangerous sports tourism  

 Visiting the Phu Quoc Prison 

 Bird garden tourism  

 Fishes and squid fishing 

 Visiting fishermans‟ villages and others with traditional their unique features of 

making fish sauce, pottery, cultivating pepper, knitting Terminalia catappa… 

 Visiting the Hon Dat historical site and Ms. Su tomb;  

 U Minh Thuong historical area.  

 Diving and observing corals and sea creatures 

3. Additional tourism products: 

 Visiting and scientific researching on the ecosystems of coastal mangrove forests 

 Eco-tourism activities relating to the coastal mangrove forests 

 Honeymoon tourism  

 Spas 

 Sightseeing and taking the spring waters 

 Visiting the relics and landscape 

 Bicycle tours 

 Travelling by Jeep 

 Cuisine tourism 

 Shopping tourism  

 Visiting islands  

 Cruising on the rivers 

 Visiting farms 

 Visiting fish farms 
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 Participating the agricultural tourism activities with local farmers 

 Visiting the fish sauce sites  

 Visiting the handicraft villages  

 Visiting the early morning fish market 

 Visiting the night market 

Kien Giang, like An Giang and Can Tho clearly has invested much time into destination 
planning. Their challenge is the realisation of these plans, and the need to make the industry 
and potential investors and entreprenneurs aware of them. The region has virtually no tourist 
offices and very few tour operators (and in particular locally-owned tour operators).The 
development of a vibrant tourism industry will require the development and empowerment of 
a vibrant business sector to make these plans happen.  

1.5 Environmentally and Socially Responsible Tourism Capacity 
Development Programme 

The general aim of the ESRT is to strengthen institutional and human capacity in order to 
fully realize the substantial socio-economic development benefits available from the tourism 
sector while protecting and enhancing the resources (natural and cultural) on which the 
sector depends.  

The project seeks to mainstream responsible tourism principles into Vietnam‟s tourism 
sector to enhance competitiveness and contributing to achieving the Socio Economic 
Development Plan. The project purpose is  

To promote the delivery of environmentally and socially responsible tourism services 
as part of Vietnam’s Tourism Sector Strategy. 

 
Responsible tourism is central to ESRT‟s purpose. Responsible tourism recognises that 
tourism must be managed effectively to minimise its negative impacts, be they economic, 
social, or environmental. It calls for all players to accept responsibility for managing tourism 
(Government and the private sector, host communities and tourists themselves), and to 
establish effective mechanisms to do so. ESRT has published a responsible tourism toolkit 
to assist responsible tourism capacity development in Vietnam. 
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2. Recent tourism performance in the region 

2.1 Analysis of tourism performance 

The three provinces of An Giang, Can Tho and Kien Giang have enjoyed good growth in 
international tourism in recent years (chart 7). The fastest growth is occurring in Kien Giang 
province (Phu Quoc island) and Can Tho city. By contrast there has not been significant 
change in An Giang despite its beauty and proximity to tourist routes.  

Chart 7  

 

 

Source: MDTA 

Domestic tourism growth has been even stronger (chart 8) and provides the vast majority of 
trips. It shows An Giang with the highest domestic tourism visitor numbers (mostly spiritual 
tourism), and Kien Giang with the fastest growth, due to air and sea access to Phu Quoc 
island improving in 2013. 
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Chart 8  

 

Source: MDTA and VNAT 

Can Tho has the largest share of international tourism arrivals according to MDTA statistics 
(chart 9), although Kien Giang is not far behind. 

Chart 9  

 

Source: MDTA 
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By contrast Can Tho‟s share of domestic tourism is reported to be tiny (chart 10). Figures do 
however need to be treated with some caution owing to inconsistencies in the way domestic 
tourism is counted province by province. 

Chart 10 

 

Source: MDTA 

In terms of tourism receipts however, Kien Giang dominates and has the fastest growth, 
reflecting the importance of Phu Quoc island, Can Tho also has strong tourism receipts, 
probably mostly reflecting business tourism. Tourism receipts are low in An Giang, reflecting 
the traditionally low spend of religious tourists, however figures may be under-stated. 

It is however important to note that rates of expenditure growth (chart 11), even from Phu 
Quoc, are considerably lower for the Central Coast area of Vietnam, where tourism receipts 
doubled between 2010 and 2013. 
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Chart 11  

 

Source: MDTA and VNAT 

Chart 12 illustrates accommodation supply in 2012 as officially reported by VNAT. The rate 
of growth is however considerably slower than in central coastal provinces. 

Chart 12 

 

Source: VNAT 

Occupancy rates are however not keeping pace with growth of accommodation supply, 
which must be a source of concern. Chart 13 illustrates this, indicating an over-supply of 
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accommodation as early as 2012. Consultations indicate that occupancy rates in 2014 are 
likely to have been even lower. 

Chart 13 

 

Source: VNAT 

Chart 14 plots accommodation supply against room occupancy, and indicates that in 2012 
room supply and occupancy in Can Tho were growing in tandem, but that in Kien Giang an 
over-supply of accommodation was increasingly evident. If not addressed by increasing 
marketing and/or slowing accommodation expansion, this situation is likely to result in falling 
occupancies and poor investment returns, particularly on Phu Quoc where most growth is 
taking place. 
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Chart 14 

 

 

In situations where provinces seek to target yet more investment in hotels and resorts, it 
needs to be noted that most international investors will wish to see annual occupancies in 
the region of 70% before considering the investment risk worth taking in hotel expansion: 
Added to this are the growing threats of environmental destruction and over-development 
which will probably damage the long term tourism potential of the destination. 

Chart 15 illustrates the overwhelming dominance of lower grade hotels in the three provinces 
in 2012, although this situation is changing somewhat with 5 star properties coming on 
stream in Kien Giang (Phu Quoc) and Can Tho.11. Expansion of accommodation supply is 
also taking place in Rach Gia and Ha Tien (also Kien Giang province). 

                                                

11
 Hotel classification numbers should be treated with caution because many higher grade hotels in 

this region have not yet been classified by VNAT so are not reflected in these figures. Also some 5 
star properties may trade as “all inclusive”, an approach not generally associated with luxury tourism. 
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Chart 15 

 

Source: VNAT 

2.2 Destination management at present 

Destination management at present is largely the responsibility of DCSTs reporting to 
People‟s Committees and, occasionally, to VNAT and MOCT. The ITDR as part of VNAT 
assists provinces with tourism planning from time to time, and is developing Delta-wide 
regional plans at present. An Giang and Kian Giang have received tourism planning support 
from international non-governmental organisations (NGOs) active in tourism.  

Outsde People‟s Committees which have overall governance responsibilities, there are 
presently no structures for shared responsibility specifically for tourism involving Government 
agencies which impact tourism, or between DCSTs and the business sector in Kian Giang. 
An Giang has a newly formed and active Provincial Tourism Steering Committee. Can Tho 
also has a Provincial Tourism Steering Committee and the MDTA is based here, however 
Tourism Associations in Vietnam (also the subject of ESRT support) are felt to need 
strengthening if destination management (shared responsibility) is to improve. 

At regional level the 2014 Memorandum of Agreement between the three provinces has 
established a Regional Steering Committee bringing together the three DCSTs. 

2.3 Destination marketing at present 

Destination marketing is largely limited to attending some domestic consumer promotions 
and supporting VNAT. Financial resources for marketing are very constrained and not 
always transparent: It has for example, not been possible to estimate the current cost of 
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marketing activities either separately or together by provinces. DCSTs in the region do have 
a history of sharing promotional costs, sometimes taking it in turns to fund events. Support 
for marketing is sometimes raised from selected business sector partners, but on an ad hoc 
basis. 

2.4 Human resource issues at present  

2.4.1 Introduction 

According to Strategy for Tourism Development in Vietnam to 2020, Vision 2030 which has 
been approved by the Government, the Mekong Delta is a key area of tourism development: 
An Giang, Can Tho and Kien Giang play an important role in this region. As noted above, the 
three provinces have recently agreed to cooperate, including cooperation in the training of 
human resources. 

Human resources in the tourism industry of An Giang, Can Tho and Kien Giang include the 
personnel working in agencies such as DCSTs, Tourism Promotion Centres, officials in 
charge of tourism from provincial to district & ward levels; workers in the tourism enterprises, 
including management and serving staff at hotels, restaurants, attractions and travel 
agencies and on tourist boats; as well as organizations and individuals related to tourism 
activities and tourism training institutions. 

According to data provided by DCSTs, the tourist industry of the three provinces has 13,736 
hotel rooms: Most of the hotels are small (less than 20 rooms). Travel agencies also are 
small scale. There are estimated to be 15,624 employees in tourism according to provincial 
sources. 

The tourism industry is at an early stage of development, with some emerging human 
resource issues to solve: These include manpower shortages in terms of trained and 
qualified personnel. The quantity and quality of the tourism workforce is generally low and 
does not meet the requirements of even the existing market in the region.  

Assessments and conclusions about the shortage of tourism human resource skills in this 
report  are the result of a twenty day ESRT field trip. The group of experts surveyed a large 
number of hospitality businesses, tour operators, tourism and entertainment attractions, 
tourism training schools and institutes in the three provinces, including interviews and 
discussions with business managers, principals of training schools and participant 
observation. The deficiency of human resource quality can be briefly summarized as follows: 

Vocational skills 

 The quality of human resources is uneven, vocational skills and language skills are 
not commensurate with each other. 

 According to several hotel managers and tour operators, new graduates from tourism 
schools cannot start working immediately due to a lack of vocational skills (with the 
exception of cooking and housekeeping), work experience and foreign languages. As 
a result, after recruiting employees, enterprises have to retrain them in-place or tutor 
them for a period of three to six months. 

 There are diverse attitudes towards students graduating from tourism schools. While 
some hotels complained about the quality of education and graduates from 
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hospitality schools, other newly opened hotels have actively cooperated with schools 
in providing resources and training courses for their workforce or further training in 
skills for students. Some larger hotels12 have a training budget and systematic in-
place training programs as well as a specialized training management board. 

 Among professions which are taught in vocational colleges and intermediate levels, 
cooking and housekeeping graduates are more likely to be employed. Students from 
other faculties such as reception or low-level management (supervisor, assistant 
manager) with communication and language restrictions or the work experience of 
less than two years, will have difficulties in the labour market. On the other hand, 
housekeeping staff are often merely recruited from unskilled workers who look for a 
job with short term-training courses.  

 Tour operators prefer graduates from language-specialized universities rather than 
from tourism colleges, this is a result of tourism colleges‟ lack of language training 
capacity. It was noted that it can take years for a staff member to be proficient in a 
foreign language, whereas young intellectuals from language-specialized universities 
can be expected to be trained in vocational skills in 3-6 months. In order to obtain a 
practicing certificate as a tourist guide for external and internal visitors, these 
graduates merely have to pass over a short-term course at a tourism colleges 
appointed by VNAT.  

 English is the most popular language with the most learners. Other languages, such 
as Russian, French, German, Chinese are needed, however they are not taken into 
account in education planning, despite the fact that there has been strong growth in 
tourist numbers from Russia and Germany in recent years.  

 In addition, new opportunities in tourism are not being catered for. All tourism and 
hospitality schools in the region are presently holding trainings only for traditional and 
basic professions. Other relevant occupations which need trainings in customer 
service, technical and communication skills include spa and wellness; beach 
management and maintenance, attractions management, monuments care, 
museums management; on-boat services; entertainment, life guard training, first aid, 
taxi driver training, and so on. etc. These key aspects of tourism and customer 
service are left without any training places or attention from local Government and 
schools. 

Chart 16 illustrates a shortage of international tour guides in Kien Giang (including Phu 
Quoc), whereas the supply of domestic guides is more even (chart 17): 

                                                

12
 Saigon Phu Quoc Hotel, Vinpearl Luxury Phu Quoc 
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Chart 16 

 

Source: VNAT 

Chart 17 

 

Source: VNAT 

Management skills 

 There is a deficiency of professional management and experienced, trained 
personnel for small hotels. With the exception of leading hotels, management boards 
rarely have proficiency in essential skills, including planning, monitoring, sales and 
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marketing, revenue management, human resource management, accounting, 
website management, etc. 

 The performance of the students graduating from management training courses 
(particularly hospitality and restaurant business management and tourism 
management) are not very highly valued by enterprises. Most of surveyed hotels 
claimed that they did not want to place these students in management positions, 
even in simple management roles, due to their lack of work experience. On the other 
hand, training schools themselves agreed that their graduates have weak 
communication and language skills. Management approaches and curricula within 
tourism enterprises are not widely updated in the school syllabus causing major 
gaps, especially in higher education. 

 Tourism management officials in the state tourism departments such as DCST 
officials and chairmen of Commune People‟s Committees in tourism areas also lack 
of regional management skills and need to participate in courses about destination 
management, responsible tourism and community tourism, marketing, event 
management and English. 

In-house training  

 In-house training in the few leading hotels is reported to be carried out periodically. 
The practice of supervision of in-house training and assessment of post in-house 
training efficiency, however, are not well established. 

 In most of tourism enterprises, the vocational skills and training capacity of trainers 
are limited; therefore, the in-house training has not brought about the necessary 
improvement in human resource quality.  

 After returning to their enterprises, some Vietnam Tourism Operational Standards 
(VITOS)-trained trainers have not actioned and passed on their training knowledge. 
Some of these trainers are not provided with good conditions while others consider 
the training knowledge their private asset, so that they do not want to share with 
colleagues. According to the Vietnam Tourism Certification Board (VTCB), only 28% 
of VITOS trainers has participated in-house training at their enterprises. 

Needs of training outside accommodation 

 None of the surveyed schools has addressed the full tourism supply chain, including 
beaches and entertainment area management, spa or other training programs in 
customer service skills, communication skills for management positions in relics, 
historical and cultural heritages 

 There is no training unit which provides training courses for rescue, life guards, 
serving in overnight boats, boat drivers, beach management, swimming pools and 
first aid for tourism. 

Other HR issues: 

Labour income in tourism is generally low, further complicated by seasonal and price 
competition. There is excess labour resulting from excessive training. However the low 
training quality, especially about practical rather than theoretical approaches, as well as 
communication and foreign language skills. In the three provinces there are at least nine 
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training agencies in Tourism and Hospitality. Annually, there are thousands of students 
graduating from universities, vocational colleges, intermediate and primary levels. The 
training, however, does not equate with the reality of needs, nor does it  meet the demands 
of enterprises. Therefore, a large number of post–graduate students require intensive in-
house training by tourism enterprises after recruitment  

The drastic development of supply sources (new–constructed hotel, resorts in Phu Quoc) 
leads to the high proportion of human resource turnover. Newly opened hotels tend to attract 
skilled labour and managers from existing hotels by offering higher positions and better 
promotion programs: This is displacement, not industry growth.  

Except for some leading brands, the majority of hotels and travel agencies in the three 
provinces do not have job promotion programmes for their staff. Because of these reasons, 
staff tend not to see the industry as a long term career path. Career orientation and advice 
are not good enough for students before enrolment. As a result, it is often not until they go to 
seek work that some postgraduate students realize their study major is not particularly 
marketable to employers. 

Standards of training provision 

Tourism training programs at university level have not had general regulation. As a result 
Tourism is merely a sub-faculty at universities of Vietnamese cultural studies, Business 
Administration, Commerce or Economics 

Vocational training programs for Tourism and Hospitality (at Intermediate and College levels 
in Vietnam) are presently available with Vietnam Tourism Occupational Standards (VTOS) 
so that training units can uniform in one regulation.  

Facilities for teaching and craft practicing base such as mock up bedroom, kitchen, dining 
room, foreign language learning room, etc. in vocational schools face many difficulties and 
deprivation. Paying attention to communication and language skills is out of concern.  

Many teaching staff do not have professional and language skills. 

2.4.2 Conclusion  

In summary, while the region has a good supply of training facilities and of students in 
education, there is a major miss-match with actual industry needs. Vocational colleges are 
poorly equipped. Key aspects of the tourism value chain and of destination management are 
not being addressed through training. There is no continuous system of training in place for 
the industry. 
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Main tourism courses taught in the region 

 

 

At Universities: 

Can Tho University, since 1966 

 Tourism & Hospitality management Faculty 

+ 4 year training course for Tourism economics, Tour Management and Tour Guiding 

 

Tay Do University, since 2006 

+ Tourism & Travel Business Administration 

+ Vietnamese Studies (Tourism Geography and Culture and Tourism) 

 

An Giang University, since 1999 

             + Vietnamese Studies (Tourism Geography and Culture and Tourism) 

 

Kien Giang University,  since 2014 

+ Vietnamese studies/ Cultural Tourism 

 

At Vocational Colleges 

Can Tho Tourism Vocational College, since 2006 

+ 3 year programs (Hospitality Management, Restaurant, Cooking, Tour Management, Tour 
Guide) 

+ 2 year programs (Hospitality Management, Restaurant, Cooking, Tour Management, Tour 
Guide) 

+ Short termed courses: enterprise based 

Can Tho Vocational College since 1977 

+ 2 year programs (Hospitality Management, Restaurant, Cooking, Tour Management, Tour 
Guide) 

+ Short termed courses: Housekeeping, Restaurant service 

 

Can Tho Multi-vocational school ( private ) since 2004 
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+ Tour guide training course 

 

An Giang Vocational College  

+ Hospitality & F&B Management  

 

Kien Giang Techno-economic Vocational College, since 1966 

+ Vocational college: 3 year programs (Hospitality Management, F&B services) 

+ Professional secondary: 2 year programs (Business Tourism) 

+ Vocational Secondary: 1,5 year program 

Restaurant services 
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3. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 

Although located in the beautiful and unique Mekong Delta landscape, the area is felt to 
have limited developed product strengths at present. Marketing is also very weak. Despite 
these challenges, the three provinces do offer significant opportunities for tourism, as 
previous studies have identified. The challenge is to work out a way of capitalising on 
strengths, addressing weaknesses and capturing opportunities. In some cases these issues 
can be addressed collectively. 

3.1 Strengths 

Product 

 Good airports (but limited flights) 

 Good value for money  

 Hospitable people 

 Sacred sites which attract strong domestic interest  

 Some good quality four star hotels 

 Some good quality three star hotels. 

 Some good quality cruises 

 Some attractive market towns 

 Well known revolutionary history and links with second President (Ton Duc Thang) 

 Interesting historic temples, mostly well maintained. 

 Unique cultural aspects (music –United Nations Scientific, Cultural and Educational 
Organisation [UNESCO] Intangible world heritage) and variety (Cham [Islam], 
Champa, Viet, Chinese) 

 Architecturally interesting houses with homestay potential 

 Unique network of waterways, unique flooded landscape in summer 

 Rich and interesting agriculture (e.g. rice harvests and barges) 

 Interesting festivals, 

 Floating markets and orchards, fruits, food 

 UNESCO biosphere reserve  

 Tra Su forest experience 

 Young energetic population, real Vietnamese experiences and hospitality  

 Some good beaches  

 Safe, stable destination  

 Year round warm climate 
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Market 

 Strong domestic business demand from the wider Mekong region and HCMC 
underpinning hotel viability and economic sustainability 

 High profile within Vietnam 

 Vietnam Airlines network and three airports (Can Tho, Phu Quoc and Rach Gia) 

 Close to major tourist transit routes to/from Cambodia and Phu Quoc 

 Proximity to HCMC 

 Mekong Delta recognised by Rough Guides (2015) as the world‟s sixth best value 
destination.13 

 

Training 

 Universities with strong environment & agricultural faculties 

 New tourism faculty at Can Tho University 

 Enthusiastic training colleges 

 ESRT responsible tourism training 

 Large labour pool 

 

Coordination 

 Provincial Tourism Plans in place 

 Support from ESRT, GIZ and other NGOs 

 Strong interest from DCSTs and People‟s Committees in attracting and facilitating 
investment projects 

 Strong interest in culture with People‟s Committees‟ support. 

 

3.2 Weaknesses to be addressed 

Product 

 Short length of stay 

 Limited developed product offer relating to water-based tourism and orchards 

                                                

13
 The Rough Guide list also features Kosovo in Eastern Europe, the Peak District in the UK, the Canary Islands 

in Spain, Karnataka in India, Northern Ireland, Alentejo in Portugal, Northwestern China, Oaxaca in Mexico, and 

Queens in the United States of America. The rankings are based on economy, the intensity of the experience, 

and the ability of travelers to integrate and explore the daily life and culture of local people. 
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 Limited luxury product, especially for river access and overnight cruising, high end 
nature/ecotourism and 5 star hotels 

 Basic quality of smaller boats 

 Poor boat links to smaller islands (sea and Mekong) 

 Lack of visitor information 

 Lack of small tour operators, guides and other entreprenneurs 

 Variable and sometimes poor standards  

 Weak night time offer everywhere 

 Tired orchard/floating market product offer 

 Weak tourist shopping  

 Some inexperienced investors in tourism  

 Poor standards of some traditional domestic tourism sites, especially major religious 
sites 

 Over-crowding at certain sites 

 Overcrowded tourist harbour (Rach Gia) 

 Limited interpretation of Oc Eo civilization  

 Environmental and responsibility concerns  

 Strong seasonality of certain sites and on certain types of products 

 Slow renewal of products 

 No standards for homestay and community-based tourism (CBT) development 

 

Market 

 Limited tourism statistics 

 Limited market research to guide development 

 Lack of obvious geographic entity for the three province region 

 Limited research on visitor satisfaction 

 Dominance of HCMC tour operators in organising tours 

 There is very limited investment in tourism marketing by both the public and private 
sector, with the exception of a few chain hotels (Victoria, Hoa Binh, Golf, etc.) 

 Poor websites generally, no travel apps 

 Lack of awareness of region as a holiday destination in all markets. 

 No cruise tourism marketing (other than by enterprises themselves) 

 Transits to Cambodia not aware of product so not interested in lengthening holiday 
stays 
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 Limited understanding of „marketing‟ as opposed to „promotion‟ 

 Limited marketing budgets 

 Limited international air links and limited airport marketing to attract new links. 

 Poor market segmentation in marketing and promotion 

 Strongly dependent on marketing and promotion efforts of tour operators and travel 
agents in HCMC and other parts of Vietnam. 

 

Training 

 Limited investment in training by provinces and many sections of the industry 

 Miss-match between training institutions output and industry needs 

 Loss of skilled labour to new hotels, HCMC and Phu Quoc (displacement) 

 Variable to poor training facilities 

 Very limited language skills and lack of linkage between hospitality and language 
training 

 Significant quality issues, lack of trained staff, inconsistent service levels, volatile 
pricing, unreliable accommodation grading, cleanliness, poor quality attractions, boat 
standards, etc. 

 Quality issues regarding boats, including boat safety 

 Quality issues regarding homestay 

 Majority of teaching staff lack of occupational skill training experiences 

 

Coordination 

 Dispersed management of tourism activities across different agencies need for 
coordination of management 

 No coordinated management of cruise tourism facilities and shore-links. 

 Limited coordination with private sector in some provinces 

 No enterprise development support for new businesses in tourism 

 No systematic way of raising funds for marketing and development 

 Few coordinated complaints-monitoring and analysis procedures 

 Unprepared for friction between tourists and locals 

 Limited communication means the private sector is unaware of plans or where they fit 
in 

 Provinces competing for tourists and investment 

 Investment projects sometimes lacking robust environmental impact assessment 

 Destination management, especially regarding mass tourism to religious sites 
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 Limited awareness of green tourism, Green Lotus, etc. 

 Limited real commitment to responsible tourism, although some pioneers 

 Lack of consistent and long-term cooperation and coordination in joint product 
development and joint marketing activities 

 Ineffective coordination due to the lack of coordinating mechanism, long term plan 
and concrete activities 

 

3.3 Opportunities to be captured 

Product 

 Worldwide growth in quality river cruises 

 Boutique products, especially river-side 

 Floating/stilted hotels and eco-lodges 

 Night time attractions and activities 

 Quality homestay with Mekong touch 

 More visible and better quality boat trips 

 Food tourism 

 More visible and accessible floating market experiences 

 Coordinated management of cruise tourism facilities and shore-links. 

 Encourage and facilitate the development of small tour operators. 

 Initiate a domestic tourism visitor satisfaction survey 

 Handicrafts development 

 

An Giang 

 Develop Cam Mountain as a high quality religious tourism theme park (examples in 
India). Cable car in place. 

 Develop Sam Mountain as a superb high quality Buddhist pilgrim experience 
involving greatly improved site maintenance, pedestrianizing pilgrim paths with high 
quality hard landscaping, spiritual experiences at monasteries, improved and re-
located shopping (examples in Japan) 

 Encourage the development of backpacker tourism to Long Xuyan with a riverside 
tourist area and greater promotion of Tiger Island (example of Si Pan Don, Lao 
PDR). 

 Raise standards of homestay. 

 Raise standards of boating experiences, introducing regulated tourist trip offers from 
Market area, including trips to Long Xuyen floating market. 
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 Provide dedicated mooring for overnight cruises to stop at Long Xuyen and expand 
overnight cruise docking at Chao Doc. 

 Improve visitor facilities at Tra Su Forest. 

 Improve facilities and interpretation at Ec Oc site. 

 

Can Tho 

 Develop dedicated dock for overnight cruises to stop (example of Luxor, Egypt). 

 Encourage the registration and location of overnight cruise boats with Can Tho as 
home port and airport link. 

 Improve dockside promotion and management of boating excursions 

 Improve shore-side options including more homestay near Cai Rang floating market 
to encourage visitor spend 

 Improve boat standards. 

 Dedicate sites for stilted /luxury ‟‟floating” hotels where river-banks have been 
cleared of houses. 

 Encourage and facilitate the development of small tour operators (more competition). 

 Encourage the development of more homestay in rural and river-side settings 

 Consider feasibility of Convention Centre and theatre. 

 Give Can Tho University‟s Tourism Faculty a strong role in tourism and 
environmental issues. 

 

Kien Giang 

 Implement the recommendations of the 2013 Kien Giang Tourism Development 
Strategy. 

 Old centre of Rach Gia and colonial-style museum (develop as superb Oc Eo 
museum with international interpretation to stimulate revival of old city centre).nd 
develop existing harbour for tourist services to smaller islands, river trips and other 
water-based tourism. 

 Create new ferry terminal in Rach Gia for Phu Quoc  

 Develop a second museum in Rach Gia to tell the story of Delta‟s role in the 
revolution. 

 Develop Hon Dat are for domestic and international excursions (women‟s war 
memorial) and nearby Khmer villages for homestay.  

 Develop cave hospital as attraction. 

 

Market  
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 Potential to encourage longer stays from more distant Vietnam destinations 

 Potential to attract more overnight tourism from international visitors travelling to/from 
Cambodia and the Gulf of Thailand. 

 Potential to encourage greater air access including Air Asia to Can Tho. 

 Growing worldwide demand for heritage and culture, especially with educational and 
interactive elements 

 Harnessing Vietnamese IT skills and private sector IT companies. 

 Discourage cutting prices as a means of selling 

 Potential to attract wider interest in religious tourism if product standards improved 

 Food tourism and agri-tourism 

 Provide clearer guidance and training for officials on planning law regarding shore 
access, erosion, sewage discharges and riverside protection. 

 Targeting expatriate Vietnamese. 

 Targeting Vietnamese ground handlers to allocate more nights in the region 

 Targeting international tour currently operators featuring classic Vietnam tours to 
offer extension options and 2nd visit options in the Delta. 

 Predicted future dominance of unpackaged, online bookings 

 Encourage inbound tour operator offices to open in main towns 

 Develop a Mekong Delta backpackers pass/promotion 

 If funding identified, build new image of the region with stronger Mekong identity, 
more attractions and varied products  

 

Training  

 Industry-college linkages 

 Training of non-hospitality sectors (police, boat operators, taxi operators, etc.) 

 Training of guides and tourist information staff on the wider region 

 Exchanges of teachers, programmes, text books, etc. between tourism training 
colleges. 

 Language training 

 Strengthening capacities of DCST and Tourism Promotion Centre staff for destination 
management and marketing 

 Training the public and private sector together. 

 

Coordination 
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 Need for Provincial Tourism Steering Committees in all provinces to bring public and 
private sectors together to share responsibility 

 Raising funding for joint activity.  

 Provide investors with accurate data on future accommodation supply and 
occupancy 

 Encourage non-accommodation investments based on meeting (i) domestic market 
needs (e.g. shopping) 

 DCSTs to focus on improving occupancy, quality and profitability of tourism SMEs 
(adding value, not cutting prices) 

 Provide clearer guidance and training for officials on planning law regarding  shore 
access, erosion, sewage discharges and river protection zones 

 Making airports competitive and marketing them: The low cost carrier (LCC) boom 
and opportunity to attract charter and more scheduled access 

 Rebrand Can Tho International Airport as Mekong Delta International Airport to raise 
profile for the wider destination. 

 Strengthen Tourism Associations to make them more representative of the industry. 

 Strengthen role of MDTA in marketing. 

 Bring business sector (and various Government agencies) together to address issues 
(responsible tourism, Mekong cruises, etc.). 

 Enable Phu Qupc visa holders to obtain Vietnam visa at seaport of exit/arrival., offer 
shore excursions from Phu Quoc. 

 Undertake joint marketing and promotional campaigns to lessen dependency on 
HCMC and Hanoi tour operators 

 

3.4 Threats  

 Typhoons, super typhoons, rising sea levels 

 Long term pattern of coastal erosion 

 Instability in the wider region 

 Tourism crises (SARS, Avian „flu, Ebola, etc.) 

 Massive investment in marketing by competitors 

 Massive investment in greening by competitors 

 Loss of domestic market to nearby destinations as Vietnamese travel abroad more 
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3.5 Summary of recommended way forward  

3.5.1  How to capitalise on key strengths 

Key product strengths include the beautiful Mekong landscape and ecology, a rich tradition 
of hospitality, excellent food and good value for money, a very rich culture including spiritual 
aspects, together with the area‟s authenticity and that it is largely undiscovered as a tourism 
destination. With good airports in place and the high global recognition of the Mekong Delta, 
the region has much it could build tourism around. In addition the area could easily be 
accessed from existing tourism routes and tourism centres. This potential was highlighted by 
Rough Guides in January 2015, which named the Mekong Delta as the world‟s sixth best 
value for money destination, highlighting the area‟s authenticity and the ease of mingling 
with locals. 

3.5.2 How to turn weaknesses into strengths 

Weaknesses mostly relate to a lack of developed product and a need to raise standards both 
in terms of physical facilities and service, together with very limited awareness of the 
provinces as potential holiday destinations. The challenge will be to encourage development 
which retains the authenticity and distinctiveness of the area. This will require strong 
destination management and in particular coordination, if a vision of the area as distinct and 
different from the rest of Vietnam is to be followed through. It will also require a greater 
commitment to training. The provinces do have well thought out tourism development 
strategies in place. They need to ensure that investment is secured which is in line with an 
agreed vision for the area so as to retain the area‟s distinctiveness, and to ensure that 
development is responsible. 

Marketing will also need to be increased, and focussed on specific target segments which 
will increase length of stay and hence expenditure. The role of the MDTA in collective 
tourism marketing could be increased. 

3.5.3 How to capture new opportunities 

The main opportunities identified relate to focussing on developing product which will attract 
longer stays. This means there is a need for more emphasis on luxury and developing 
clusters of distinctive accommodation and attractions which can form a network to hold 
people longer in each province. In terms of marketing and product development, the 
opportunity to capitalise in the unique identity of the Mekong Delta was identified, in addition 
to the separate destination of Phu Quoc. With the bulk of the Delta region‟s accommodation, 
the three provinces could make more of their collective shared products and authenticity. 

Providing training and giving strong guidance to potential developers will be important. 
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4. Destination management strategy to 2020 

4.1 Overall strategic vision 

The overall vision is to make the three province region  

 A holiday destination which offers an authentic and unique Mekong Delta 
tourism experience, different from other parts of Vietnam  

 The region will highlight its food, waterways, friendly people and easy way of life 
as part of its unique charm.  

 Product development needs to focus on unique Mekong Delta aspects, and deliver 
higher quality experiences. 

This recommended strategy is based on a global trend which gives emphasis to local, 
unique experiences. This trend is leading many consumers to seek boutique or bespoke 
products. In the past many destinations chased the same trends found in big cities (“we have 
a London Eye too!”). However visitors are increasingly seeking places that are unique, 
unspoilt and different. What international tourists are increasingly seeking seeing is the 
authentic in a world that too often seems homogenous, globalised and the same as 
everywhere else. This movement is opening new destinations to visitors, and doing so 
without forcing the places to invest in copying the mega-projects of top destinations. For 
example, in Europe, where big destinations such as Paris and London are considered by 
many to have too many tourists (to be “over-touristed”), visitors are turning to alternatives: 
They are discovering new destinations like Belfast, Manchester, and rural tourism 
destinations, or hunting down unique shops and one-of-a-kind finds in fashion-focused 
Antwerp, rather than Paris or Amsterdam. This trend particularly applies to repeat visitors, 
who having seen the main sights often wish to explore more and stay longer. The Mekong 
Delta has an opportunity for jump onto this trend and focus on repreat visitors to Vietnam 
who will stay longer and explore more, and the three provinces (with most of the Meong 
Delta‟s overnight accommodation) can take the lead:  

The Mekong Delta can offer a truly unique experience which is different from the rest 
of Vietnam, and from the rest of South East Asia. 

This will be a strong unique selling point (USP), essential for strong tourism marketing. 

Similarly Vietnamese tourists may also tire of the growing „sameness‟ of domestic tourism 
destinations within the country. 

This strategy for product development and service quality is therefore based on a five point 
action plan as follows: 
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1. Putting in place a Provincial Tourism Steering Committees which engage the 
business sector to focus and maximise the actions of Provincial Tourism Strategies 

2. Focus on product development initiatives to raise the profile and standard of the 
product. 

 Developing quality product around the region‟s attractions and accommodation 
hubs 

 Mekong Delta overnight cruises (potential to expand and improve quality) 

 Mekong Delta discovery from the regions towns 

 Mekong Delta homestay 

 Improved spiritual sites  

 Food, agriculture and floating markets 

 Floating forests 

 Islands and boat trips (river and sea) 

3. Adopting responsible tourism agendas, highlighting the Mekong Delta as a unique 
and authentic tourism region. 

4. Establish stronger linkages with tourism training institutions, with both industry 
and Government. 

5. Adopt segmented marketing, focussed on Hanoi and Da Nang, overseas 
Vietnamese, tour operators, backpackers and other travellers going to/from Phu 
Quoc or Cambodia. 

 

 

To deliver this vision it is necessary that all stakeholders work together; and that the 
leadership of each province is committed to cooperation. Leadership will need to support the 
establishment of a coordination and funding system for destination management. Joint 
efforts should focus on quality product development and training. Joint marketing will require 
closer cooperation with a strengthened MDTA. 

4.2 Development objectives 

Provincial tourism master plans to 2020 are already in place. These are approved by 
People‟s Committees and represent Government policy. They focus on attracting 
investment, spreading tourism, creating jobs and increasing accommodation supply.  

This strategy focusses on destination management issues, seeking to address the 
challenges which arise as development takes place and visitor numbers to the region grow. 
The strategy seeks to foster public-private partnership and destination competitiveness.  
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Its development objectives are focussed on delivering the pillars of responsible tourism 
for Vietnam which ESRT has developed with VNAT. 

 

Pillar 1. Apply good governance in tourism 
Create a dynamic and efficient tourism sector in Vietnam by developing and 
implementing clear, comprehensive policies that give direction, feature strong 
stakeholder coordination and aim to achieve enhanced competitiveness, sustainability 
and overall sector health. 

Pillar 2. Foster competitive tourism businesses and sustainable markets 
Improve the competitiveness of Vietnam‟s tourism investment, business operations 
and products/services, and ensure sustainable and inclusive growth and attractiveness 
for investors, operators and visitors. 

Pillar 3. Use tourism for socio-economic development 
Maximise the contribution of Vietnam‟s tourism sector to broad-based social 
development and poverty reduction through inclusive planning, development and 
operations. 

Pillar 4. Build awareness and understanding of sustainable tourism 
Raise awareness throughout Vietnamese society of tourism‟s potential for contributing 
to sustainable socio-economic development that can result in a positive experience for 
both visitors and hosts. 

Pillar 5. Develop a skilled tourism workforce with decent working conditions 
Create a well-trained and well-treated workforce, capable in governance, knowledge 
and business skills, and an engaged society that contributes to both the satisfaction of 
tourists and benefits for local people. 

Pillar 6. Protect and sensitively promote natural and cultural heritage  

Ensure that tourism, and all its stakeholders, play a positive role in the sustainable 
management of Vietnam‟s natural and cultural resources including their sustainable 
use by other sectors. 

 

Source: ESRT 

 

4.3 Apply good governance 

Based on an understanding of Government structures for tourism and of decision-making 
power, the ESRT project has developed a proposed Destination Management Coordination 
structure through widespread consultation. This was outlined at a forum organised by ESRT 
in Phu Quoc on 28 January 2015. These proposals are now being discussed with provincial 
DCSTs and People‟s Committees. 

The process builds on a Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation for combined 
tourism development signed by the provincial People‟s Committees of An Giang, Can Tho 
and Kien Giang at Rach Gia city on 11 October 2014.  
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This Memorandum commits the authorities to greater cooperation on the following: 

 tourism management and development mechanisms and policies; 

 tourism product development; 

 publicity and promotion of tourism; and 

 human resource development. 

The Memorandum of Agreement is attached at annex 3. It is noted that at present the 
Memorandum does not make sufficient provision for business sector engagement in 
cooperation: This is an issue which the ESRT Programme is recommending be addressed. 

Because the structure proposed by ESRT needs to be made up of all the stakeholders, it is 
recommended that DMOs should be representative of at least the following organizations  

 

 

PROVINCIAL TOURISM COORDINATION STAKEHOLDERS 

 

 

 DCST departments 

 Tourism Promotion Centres 

 Tourism Association, Hotel Association, Restaurant Association, other 
associations 

 Tour operators 

 Airport, road and port authorities  

 Festival organizers 

 Protected areas management  

 Mekong River transport management 

 Museums and other visitor attractions 

 Public beach management 

 Activity providers 

 Police 

 Tourist transport providers 

 Big business /private sector but not necessarily in tourism (can have a 
big impact on business tourism and inward investment) 

 Tourism-related shop owners 

 Handicraft providers 
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 Boat operators 

 Taxi operators 

 Hotels and resorts 

 NGOs supporting tourism 

 Medical and emergency services 

 University tourism faculties and Tourism Training Colleges  

 Tourism marketing companies (e.g destination website companies in 
the region. etc.) 

 

Provincial Tourism Steering Committees should establish Technical Working Groups as 
required. There are likely to be at least two working groups in these provinces as follows: 

 Training and quality 

 Product development and marketing 

Each group should work with local stakeholders to address responsible tourism issues (for 
example, improving the quality of homestay, improving safety and quality on boats, ensuring 
adherence to standards). 

It will be important that Tourism Steering Committees extend membership as widely as 
possible and offers real benefits to members to encourage participation. These can include 
newsletters, and programme of activities, market intelligence, special publications and 
reports on topics of business interest. 

It is proposed to build on the existing agreement on destination management whereby the 
DCST‟s from the three provinces meet once a year with the representatives of the Peoples 
Committees to review progress on the following: 

 tourism management and development mechanisms and policies; 

 tourism product development; 

 publicity and promotion of tourism; and 

 human resource development. 

Under the proposed model all existing DCST structures operate in their current form but with 
ESRT capacity development in 2015 and greater business sector input. Local Tourism 
Associations would also continue to operate as determined by the needs of the industry, and 
the need to strengthen their membership and roles is recognised. ESRT is supporting 
Tourism Association strengthening in 2015.  

4.4 Foster competitive tourism businesses and sustainable markets  

As indicated in chapter 2, the region is presently experiencing an over-supply of 
accommodation outside the peak festivals. Priorities to address this must involve 

 Investment in professional marketing to attract new markets and address seasonality. 
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 Continual industry training to raise standards and improve revenue management, 
delivering a promise that the destination unique and authentic in Vietnam. 

4.5  Use tourism for socio-economic development 

As provincial tourism development strategies identify, there are many opportunities to use 
tourism for socio-economic development. At a three province level, product development 
initiatives have been identified including the following:  

 Developing quality product around the region‟s attractions and accommodation hubs 

 Mekong Delta overnight cruises (potential to expand and improve quality) 

 Mekong Delta discovery from the regions towns 

 Mekong Delta homestay 

 Improved spiritual sites  

 Food, agriculture and floating markets 

 Floating forests 

 Islands and boat trips (river and sea) 

4.6 Build awareness and understanding of sustainable tourism 

If the three province region is to emerge as a leading responsible tourism destination, 
intensive training is required focusing on bringing the following together towards a shared 
vision: 

 DCSTs and local commune managers 

 Hospitality operations and visitor attractions 

 Tour operators and tour guides 

 Local community groups. 

4.7 Develop a skilled tourism workforce with decent working conditions 

Many issues relating to training have been identified in the situation analysis (chapter 2).  
These are examined further at chapter 6. 

4.8 Protect and sensitively promote natural and cultural heritage  

A key strength identified is the area‟s rich natural and cultural heritage. Access to this is 
however mostly provided through a low cost, low value product designed to meet the needs 
of low spending tourists. In terms of sustainability this approach has significant 
environmental costs. There are opportunities to introduce a higher quality product and 
thereby satisfy the needs of higher spending market segments. 
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5. Product and marketing development action plan 

5.1 Development objectives  

Each province‟s development objectives are outlined in the three provincial tourism 
development strategies which have recently been approved by Government. These focus on 
local sites which can be developed and have clear themes. Delivering these strategies is 
challenging for provinces due to limited resources. The development of more focussed 
product development portfolios to attract investment  based on accurate market research 
should be prioritised by Provincial Investment Centres and DCSTs. Continued NGO support 
for developing tourism clusters should also be targeted, 

The area has shared major product development challenges. It is recommended that the 
provinces work more closely together to develop strategies and to secure joint funding for 
the development of the following core products: 

Objective 1: Water-based tourism 

Waterways 

Locally operated motor boats carry tourists to floating markets or to visit tourist sites along 
the rivers or canals, however it can be difficult for the tourist to find out about these services 
or negotiate prices. Most day boats operating on the river are low quality and cause safety 
concerns. There are few motor boats with good facilities. Some hotels also have their own 
boats mainly serving hotel guests.  

Boat stations, docks and harbours are very poor, and lack tourism-orientated management, 
facilities and can be overloaded at peak season. There are very few dedicated moorings with 
facilities for overnight cruise boats. 

As the Mekong Delta should be the unique selling point for the region, this is a key area 
were destination management needs to be improved. 

Resorts and cruise boats 

Apart from Phu Quoc, there are few resorts and very few that offer a Mekong experience 
(the exception being Victoria Hotels). Similarly the number of cruise boats is relatively small 
in the context of growing global demand, and their standards may be generally lower than 
even Ha Long Bay. Investment portfolios should be developed and high level international 
operators, such as Viking River Cruises, encouraged to invest. 

River, canal and orchard tourism destinations 

In each tourism cluster floating markets can be upgraded to become more attractive by 
offering interesting experiences of country life for tourists: In particular attention should be 
given to  Cai Rang and Phong Dien floating markets (Can Tho), and Long Xuyen floating 
market (An Giang) 

The many orchards located along the Upper and Lower Mekong with criss-crossing canals 
can be highlighted as a core part of the unique Mekong experience available through 
ecotourism and CBT product offers, together with community activities and stay to visit 
(Homestay). Priority should be given to Can Tho (My Khanh, around the Cai Rang, Phong 
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Dien floating markets);  An Giang (on the Tiger Island - Long Xuyen, in Chau Doc); and in 
Kien Giang at Hon Dat and around Rach Gia and Ha Tien. 

Sea and island tourism destinations:  

Opportunities exist to develop smaller islands off the Kien Giang as ecotourism destinations. 
Similarly islands on the Mekong offer opportunities to develop unique and distinctive quality 
resort and ecotourism facilities including homestay. Investment portfolios are needed, as 
national tourism strategy recognises that the private sector is generally better at running 
tourism projects than Government. 

Ecotourism 

Eco-tourism products are still mostly simple in all three provinces with few changes or 
upgrading evident for a long time and almost no night activities for homestay tourists unless 
requested beforehand. Small homestay businesses which have been developed already 
need to be encouraged to take more responsibility for their own marketing and for 
reinvestment. A homestay association is needed. 

ACTION PLAN: It is understood that ITDR is currently examining infrastructure needs for 
stimulating water-based tourism. The DCSTs should actively engage in this process. They 
should also identify potential sites for riverside or stilted/floating hotels and ecolodges. A 
strategy for developing and raising the quality of Mekong Delta Homestay should be drawn 
up. 

Each province should identify potential ecotourism sites along traditional touring routes. For 
example there is potential to develop more ecotourism and homestay around floating market 
areas (Cai Rang, Phong Dien, Long Xuyen floating markets) or around other famous 
destinations such as revolutionary vestige Hon Dat, and at fishing villages close to Phu 
Quoc. The objective needs to be one of encouraging micro-enterprises to get going with 
minimal state support after initial set up. 

Objective 2: Spiritual tourism 

There is a network of pagodas, temples, churches and mosques in the three provinces, 
linked to the area‟s rich cultural traditions. The most famous and concentrated are Buddhist 
and Taoist religious sites in An Giang (Sam Mountain in Chau Doc and Cam Mountain in 
Tinh Bien, Islamic villages and some interesting churches). Others are located in Can Tho 
(Ong pagoda) and in Kien Giang (Nguyen Trung Truc and Mac Cuu temples, etc.). Primarily 
these are domestic and local attractions at present, but there is potential to attract wider 
interest if the standard of facilities and guiding/interpretation can be improved. An example is 
the island of Penang where Chinese temples provide a core attraction for international 
visitors. 

ACTION PLAN: Development proposals for Cam Mountain and Sam Mountain should be 
reviewed to introduce more eco-friendly aspects at both sites.  The example of mountaintop 
transport at Penang Hill (Malaysia) may be useful: Here electric buggies have replaced 
motor bikes for getting around. The example of high standards of shops and maintenance at 
more famous religious tourism theme parks in India can also be useful. Sam Mountain 
should be benchmarked against Japanese pilgrimage sites and pedestrianisation on the 
mountain, and electric transport links with Chau Doc introduced. 
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These actions require a revision of master plans and commitments to funding. At a more 
modest level spiritual tourism sites in the three provinces could be jointly highlighted on line 
and/or with a touring map. 

 

Objective 3: National parks, protected areas and bio-sphere conservation zones: 

Some national parks have been developed into eco-tourism sites for tourists to experience 
natural life and for learning purposes including Tra Su forest in An Giang, U Minh Thuong 
national park in Kien Giang, and to a lesser extent UNESCO bio-sphere conservation zones. 
The standard of tourist facilities at all these needs to be improved sensitively and there are 
opportunities for businesses and services which add value and improve visitors‟ experiences 
if the business sector can be engaged. 

ACTION PLAN: This area also requires revision of master plans and the development of 
investor portfolios, possibly to include public-private partnership in investment and 
management at key touristic reserves, 

Objective 4: Historical and revolutionary sites 

There are important historical, archaeological and revolutionary sites in the three provinces, 
including Oc Eo national archaeological excavation site, the revolutionary base Tra Soc in 
An Giang, the revolutionary base Hon Dat, and Phu Quoc prison in Kien Giang which has 
been exploited for tourism purposes. Many sites however need improvement for tourism 
purposes, In addition the old quarter of Rach Gia (the streets around the museum) could be 
developed as a conservation zone, and the attractive little colonial museum could be 
developed as an icon attraction on Funan Culture. 

ACTION PLAN: These initiatives will require sourcing investment, probably from state and 
provincial funds. 

Objective 5: Entertainment  

There are almost there is no interesting place for both domestic and foreign tourists to relax 
and entertain at night. Night markets exist in every city and town, but are all in small scale 
and should be benchmarked against the product offer in tourism locations in Vietnam, 
Thailand and the Lao PDR. 

ACTION PLAN: Provincial Investment Centres and DCSTs should identify possible 
development sites near major population centres and actively seek investors using realistic 
investment portfolios and market research. 

Objective 6: Products and services of travel industry 

There is a small network of tour operators and travel agencies has been formed in the 
region, but they are mainly domestic branches of tour operators in HCMC and tourist offices 
offering travel products and services and outbound tours for local customers. 

There is a limited range of tours offered, mostly short tours and all similar in content with no 
focus to specific markets or groups of tourists.  

ACTION PLAN: DCSTs need to encourage the development of more independent, locally-
based tour operators in all three provinces. A responsible tour operator club should also be 
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established focussed on broadening the tourism product available for the domestic market 
and international visitors. 

5.2  Marketing  

The domestic market supplies the overwhelming number of tourist arrivals to the three 
provinces at present. Current products and services only attract tourists from HCMC and 
nearby provinces who come for short sightseeing tours and/or for pilgrimage. This kind of 
market is characterized by short stay and low spending.  

There is newly emerging leisure market for Phu Quoc with tourist arrivals from Hanoi and 
other cities in Central and North Vietnam. These are families on holiday or travelling with 
friends in small groups mostly in summer.  

The main foreign markets to all three provinces are from Europe. Apart from a few high end 
properties on Phu Quoc these foreign tourists  are low or middle class tourists and 
backpackers who have arrived here individually or in small groups,  with the main purpose of 
experiencing the exotic lifestyle of Mekong Delta. This has been highlighted by Rough 
Guides in 2015 as a unique global experience. Mainly these tourists stay only one night in a 
province. Many pass on to other destinations (Phu Quoc or Cambodia). 

There is significant overseas Vietnamese interest in visiting the area and these can be long-
staying visitors. The can be targeted in partnership with Vietnam Airlines and tour operators. 

Phu Quoc until recently attracted increasing numbers of Russian tourists who arrive by 
charters for leisure purposes (beach tourism). Beach tourism is however very globally 
competitive and can be unstable and difficult to offer extension tours to other provinces in 
the region.  

ACTION PLAN: In order to attract longer staying tourism markets, the exploitation of tourism 
potential in each province and in the three provinces need to focus on the following 
directions: 

1 Individual province actions 

Each province, on the basis of its potential, needs to promote its own network of complete 
tourism products and services to ensure independent and proactive development for its 
province. Each should select its unique and different products, but also take part in the 
process of developing joint, uniquely Mekong Delta products for the whole region. This 
means that each province should develop and market products similar to other provinces (to 
have more floating markets, more homestay, eco- CBT sites), creating a stronger and more 
marketable overall Mekong Delta product. This will result in tourists having more choices and 
tourist sites having to compete with each other through offering innovation, better quality and 
service. 

2 Anticipating tourism markets for the future 

With new kinds of products and services it will possible attract longer staying tourism 
markets from not only HCMC, but mainly from further away destinations such as Ha Noi and 
other larger cities in Vietnam where people now have money and increasing demand for 
exploring new parts of their own country. European markets will also become more 
interested in the region as quality product is developed.  It will be important to help market 
nrew product, highlighting unique Mekong Delta aspects. However it must be kept in mind 
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that in the next five years, tourists coming to the Mekong Delta will probably still be in fairly 
low levels  and with small sized groups, coming with the main purpose of experiencing exotic 
life here (with exception of Phu Quoc). 

In near future, the flow of tourists will start mainly from Can Tho and end in Phu Quoc. Travel 
in the opposite direction may happen depending on the development of Phu Quoc and 
establishing more favourable conditions to encourage movement of foreign tourists from Phu 
Quoc to other parts of the region as well as to/from Cambodia via the region. 

Backpacker tourism should be encouraged to explore the region more, possibly by 
developing with a business sector partner a „backpacker pass and map‟. 

3 Targeting airlines for new and expanded air links 

A principal marketing objective of the destination marketing must be to increase the 
frequency of air service to destination airports.  It is recommended that Can Tho 
International Airport should be rebranded as Mekong Delta International Airport. 

By maximising the use of international airports, the three province region has a significant 
opportunity to capitalise on regional air traffic growth, if awareness of the Mekong Delta 
region as a tourism destination can be improved, landing costs reduced and a quality 
product delivered.  

Growth needs to come from both existing and new airlines. Existing airlines (primarily 
Vietnam Airlines) need to be encouraged to increase frequency, operate from additional 
airports (in different markets) and/or increase the size of aircraft (with more seats), and 
strengthen year-round schedules. New airlines (in particular LCCs need to be encouraged to 
operate from new source markets or/and to increase frequency from existing markets (in 
addition to service provided by existing airlines). Convincing airlines to fly to the Delta will 
require specialist skills to be engaged. 

It is recommended that the three provinces engage specialist marketing support to 
undertake the following: 

a. Proactive efforts to influence Airline/Tour Operator route planning/air service 
decision-making, to secure new or improved air service to the destination. 

b. Presenting a positive business case to persuade decision-makers to deploy 
aircraft resources to this market rather than to alternative markets. 

c. Communicate the strengths of airports in the destination, the destination‟s 
strengths and to dispel any negative misconceptions. 

d. Promote growth by improving existing services. 

 More frequencies 

 Larger aircraft types – with more seats 

 Better timed flights 
e. Secure new services. 

 New markets with existing airlines. 

 New airlines. 
 

3 Identity and marketing resources 
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A new identity for this politically defined area would be difficult to create and very expensive 
to make known. The logic of the three province consortium is questionable from a marketing 
point of view, as it does not constitute a recognisable geographic entity to the tourist.. 
Formerly a larger grouping of provinces came together but there was unwillingness to pool 
resources. Similar shortages of resources for marketing from this even smaller group is likely 
to be a key constraint, restricting the new consortium‟s joint marketing to some fairly minor 
joint promotions, such as sharing a booth at a domestic tradeshow, hosting familiarisations 
and/or some simple brochures. 

In the longer term it is recommended that the three provinces should market as part of the 
Mekong Delta (a name with global recognition) possibly with a strengthened MDTA. 

 In terms of key marketing themes to make this region and the Mekong Delta a unique 
tourism destination in Vietnam, the following clustering opportunities have been identified: 

 Mekong Delta overnight cruises (potential to expand and improve quality) 

 Mekong Delta discovery from the regions towns 

 Mekong Delta homestay 

 Spiritual sites  

 Food, agriculture and floating markets 

 Floating forests 

 Islands and boat trips (river and sea) 

 Backpacking through the Mekong Delta 

5.3  ESRT support 

The ESRT Programme will, in so far as is possible within the remaining project term, supply 
technical support to promote destination management and the activities of working groups 
and the role of tourism associations. It will encourage sharing of information and experiences 
to help create a culture of shared responsibility for destination management, in accordance 
the principles of responsible tourism., It will provide further advice on potential joint product 
development and marketing initiatives as well as opportunities to improve the quality of the 
destination. It is supporting joint promotion by the provinces to the Hanoi market. 
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6. Service quality action plan to 2020 

6.1 Service quality objectives  

Continuous training and commitment to quality is an essential element of a competitive 
tourism destination: The industry must never stop improving. Changes are needed in how 
the industry and the Government deliver effective training in tourism. All elements of 
tourism‟s supply chain must be trained to deliver higher standards, not just the 
accommodation sector. Stronger partnership is needed with the business sector, and 
between Government tourism planners and universities and training colleges.  

Tourism enterprises should collaborate with schools in a survey and evaluation of 
professional skills for working staff and to enable proper training orientation and planning 

Enterprises should rrecommend qualified managers to dedicate time towards teaching and 
guiding expertise in Hospitality and Tourism schools. 

Each enterprise should have a training plan including a training budget, and should establish 
an expert group (not regular) in each enterprise to support in-house training 

 

Objective 1: To improve the quality of service 

Actions to improve the quality of services the provinces should be built around: 

 improving teaching quality,  

 introducing innovative training programs,  

 increasing teaching foreign languages, and  

 providing more practical skills, reducing theory. 

A needs list should be developed to identify tourism schools needs for investing in standard 
craft practicing facilities; alternatively a team should identify enterprises willing to supply 
available facilities like cafeterias, dining rooms, guest houses, etc.. as craft practicing bases 
for training. 

A working list and standard MoU should be drawn up for schools and enterprises s willing to 
admit students to work as paid trainees). Internships could take place in peak season, when 
manpower needs are high)  

Tourism schools should define and list the actual requirements of industry, and over two 
years adjust training programmes in accordance with the industry requirements.. 

 

Objective 2: State management bodies and businesses to more effectively use vocational 
colleges and universities 

Actions to promote the role of universities and colleges in planning and research and 
development of local tourism (tourism products, tourists etc.) are as follows: 
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 A survey and evaluation should be undertaken by schools regarding professional 
skills needed at local levels for working staff, so that proper training orientation can 
be provided. 

 Schools should draw up programmes for joint training with industry, with particular 
attention to newly built accommodation. 

 DCSTs should support and coordinate a link between schools and businesses 
through a working group.. At least every 6 months this working group should host a 
dialogue/ forum involving DCSTs, schools and the tourism business sector on 
training. 

 DCSTs should update schools on new investment projects and the likely future 
demand for human resources etc.. 

 

Objective 3. Ensure training is provided in the following priority areas  

 Skill occupations: Housekeeping, F&B service, services on boats; bartender; tour 
guiding; presentation skills and foreign languages (English, French, Russian & 
German)  

 Supervisory & management skills including small hotel management and travel 
agency management 

 Sales & Marketing, including e-marketing;  

 Destination management; event management; tourism research (markets, survey 
etc.) 

6.2 Enhancing service quality jointly in the region 

It is recommended that a high level HR working group be established at 3 province level. 
This group will address funding issues to  

 Ensure the development of general training courses about regional tourist information 
for tour guides, staff at Tourism Information Centrrs and about customer service. 

 Organize training courses on small hotel management & services in boats 

 Organize training workshops for beaches, tourist attractions, and entertainment 
centre managers; beaches protection and rescue teams, police, taxi drivers, etc. 

The high level working group should commit to using more effectively the region‟s 
universities and vocational colleges by promoting their role & involvement in tourism 
planning and research and development of in the region (tourism products, tourist statistics, 
guest surveys etc.) as well as for foreign languages training for the region. 

At Industry level it is recommended that Tourism/ Hotel Associations should exchange and 
cooperate in establishing stronger professional clubs for tour guides and hospitality specialist 
staff, etc. under Tourism and Hotel Associations in the three provinces. 

At training level (universities/ tourism vocational colleges) it is recommended that: 
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 Establish a forum to allow for exchange of programmess, handouts of tourism and 
hospitality training courses between tourism faculties (Universities) and Tourism 
Vocational Colleges. 

 Establish a system of learning exchange, teachers exchange, supporting each other 
by sharing well-qualified teachers/ trainers 

 Share in the implementation of training cooperation projects, committed by hotels 
and Travel Agencies as requested 

 Set up a system of connectivity and upskilling, allowing students to move from  
college to university, and connectivity downwards (university to college). Colleges 
can be practicing places for developing professional skills of university lectures. 

6.3 ESRT support 

The ESRT Programme will, in so far as is possible within the remaining project term, supply 
technical support to promote destination management and the activities of working groups 
and the role of tourism associations. It will encourage sharing of information and experiences 
to help create a culture of shared responsibility for destination management, in accordance 
the principles of responsible tourism. 

The ESRT Programme has an on-going programme of responsible tourism training including 
areas such as: 

 VTOS and VTOS Master programmes including lecturers of tourism universities, 
colleges, vocational schools. 

 Responsible tourism training for tour operators, communities, and the 
accommodation sector. 

 Good practice in product development and marketing 

 Tourism communication and public relations 

 Interpreting market research  

 Hotel management and Green Lotus training 

 On-site tour guiding 

 Tourist Information Centre operations 

 State Administrations of Tourism, and managing agencies related to tourism supply 
chain such as airports, harbours, beaches, museums, historical and cultural sites, 
police, medical services, etc. will be encouraged to deploy officials for internal and 
external trainings, workshops to raise the level of expertise, management skills, 
communication skills and customer care 

 

In a situation where budgets are limited, focus needs to be on the domestic, North Asian and 
ASEAN markets. If joint budget limitations remain, consideration should be given to each 
province targeting the domestic market separately, and cooperating only for joint overseas 
activity. 
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Tracking of a series of indicators to monitor the progress will enable constant re-evaluation 
of strategies in the ever-changing online environment to ensure that messages are 
resonating with the people who were looking for them. 
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7. Destination management action plan 

7.1 Action plan at provincial level  

At present Kien Giang does not have a Provincial Tourism Steering Committee and that for 
Kien Giang is newly formed. Establishing active Provincial Tourism Steering Committees to 
kelp further provincial tourism development strategies on the basis of shared responsibility is 
an important first step. 

Each Provincial Tourism Steering Committee should establish Technical Working Groups 
involving the business sector as required. There are likely to be at least two working groups 
as follows: 

 Training and quality 

 Product development and marketing 

Each group will work with local stakeholders to address responsible tourism issues in each 
province including developing guidelines for all sectors of the industry (for example, 
improving the quality of homestay). 

It will be important that Tourism Steering Committees extend membership as widely as 
possible and offers real benefits to members to encourage participation. These can include 
newsletters, and programme of activities, market intelligence, special publications and 
reports on topics of business interest. 

7.2 Action plan at three province level  

It is proposed to build on the existing agreement on destination management whereby the 
DCST‟s from the three provinces meet once a year with the representatives of the Peoples 
Committees to review progress on the following: 

 tourism management and development mechanisms and policies; 

 tourism product development; 

 publicity and promotion of tourism; and 

 human resource development. 

The Memorandum of Agreement has established a Regional Steering Committee. 

In the longer term the development of a wider consortium based on the National Tourism 
Development Strategy‟s definition of the Mekong Delta is desirable in that it will present a 
more meaningful region internationally, and potentially have access to greater pooled 
resources. The MDTA may provide a temporary bridge towards this wider strategic thinking. 

7.3 ESRT support 

The ESRT Programme will, in so far as is possible within the remaining project term, supply 
technical support to promote destination management and the activities of working groups 
and the role of tourism associations. It will encourage sharing of information and experiences 
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to help create a culture of shared responsibility for destination management, in accordance 
the principles of responsible tourism. 
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9. Annexes 

Annex 1 Consultations 

Names Titles Organization Date 

Mr Xi Xuong Tin Vice Director General Can Tho Tourist Joint Stock Co. 12/1/2015 

Mr Dang Kim Quoc Hung Translator College of Foreign Economic Relations 12/01/2015 

Mr Diep Hoang Tung General Manager Golf Can Tho Hotel 12/1/2015 

Ms Pham Thi  Thang Sales Executive Golf Can Tho Hotel 12/1/2015 

Ms Tang Deputy Manager Golf Can Tho Hotel 12/1/2015 

Mr Tran Hoang Hiep Chief of Office Cantho International Airport 12/1/2015 

Ms Vo Xuan Thu General Manager Victoria Can Tho Resort 12/1/2015 

Ms Chau Thi Khoa Assistant Manager Victoria Can Tho Resort 12/1/2015 

Mr Le Minh Son Deputy Director Can Tho DCST 13/1/2015 

Mr Nguyen Huu Phuoc Manager Culture Society Dept., Can Tho 
Peoples‟Committee 

13/1/2015 

Mr Duong Hai Duc Deputy Operations 
Manager 

Mekong Eyes  13/1/2015 

Mr Vo Thanh Giup Director Prong Dien Trade & Tourism Promotion 
Centre 

13/1/2015 

Mr Tran Hoang Lam Chairman My Khannh People‟s Committee 13/1/2015 

Mr Lam The Cuong Owner Eco Cocoa Farm 13/1/2015 

Ms Nguyen Minh Tho Vice Rector Cantho Vocational Tourism College 14/1/2015 

Dr Nguyen Thanh Phoung Vice Rector Can Tho University 14/1/2015 

Mr Nguyen Khanh Tung Director People‟s Committee Investment, Trade & 
Tourism Promotion Centre 

14/1/2015 

Mr Vuu Chan Hung Vice President Cantho City Tourism Association 14/1/2015 

Trieu Tu Nga Chief of Tourism Division Can Tho DCST 15/1/2015 

Mr Le Minh Hung Chairman An Giang Tourism Association 16/1/2015 

Mr Le Viet Hung Deputy Director General An Giang Tourimex 16/1/2015 

Mr Nguyen Phu Phuc Manager Tourimex Travel Service Centre 16/1/2015 

Mr Tu Quoc Thai Vice Manager Tourimex Travel Service Centre 16/1/2015 

Mr Ngia Owner Tran Trung Nghia Homestay 16/1/2015 

Mr Dinh Owner Dinh Homestay 16/1/2015 

Mr Pham The Trieu Deputy Director DCST An Giang 17/1/2015 

Mr Lam Minh San Vice Director An Giang Tourism Promotion Centre 17/1/2015 

Mr Troung Van Vinh Director Vietravel, Long Xuyen 19/2/2015 
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Mr Nuygen Thanh Phoung Vice Manager Vietravel, Long Xuyen 19/2/2015 

Mr Ho Bao Hui Vice Manager Vietravel, Long Xuyen 19/2/2015 

Mr Francois Malric General Manager Victoria Chao Doc Hotel & Victoria Nui Sam 
Lodge 

19/2/2015 

Mr Pham Minh Tuan Rooms Division Manager Victoria Chao Doc Hotel 19/2/2015 

Mr Huynh Ngoc Thong HR Manager Victoria Chao Doc Hotel 19/2/2015 

Mr Dang Dung Director Delta Adventire 19/2/2015 

Mr Nguyen Van Sau Vice Director Kien Giang DCST 22/1/2014 

Mr Tran Van Linh Deputy Manager Kien Giamg DCST 22/1/2015 

Ms Nguyen Diep Mai Official GIZ/Culture Dept 22/1/2015 

Mr Quang Xuan Lua Deputy Director Kian Giang Investment, Trade & Tourism 
Promotion Centre 

22/1/2015 

Mr Nguyen Thanh Tao General Manager Vietnam Airlines Rach Gia Branch 22/1/2015 

Mr Diep Kim Tuan General Manager Hoa Binh Giang Resport 22/1/2015 

Mr Nguyen Huu Tho Manager U Minh Thuong Culture & Information Dept 23/1/2015 

Mr Ho Minh Triet Principle Kien Giang Technology & Economics 
College 

23/1/2015 

Ms Do Ngoc Bich Manager Superdong Spedboat JSC 26/1/2015 

Mr Le Thanh Ha General Manager Blue Lagoon Resort, Phu Quoc 26/1/2015 

Mr Nguyen Manh Hung Marketing Manager Vinpearl Resort, Phu Quoc 26/1/2015 

Mr Phung Xuan Mai General Manager Saigon Phu Quoc Resort 27/1/2015 
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Annex 2 Site visits  

Location visited 

 

Date of visit 

Can Tho Tourist Joint Stock Company complex 12/1/2015 

West Hotel, Can Tho 12/1/2015 

Golf Can Tho Hotel 12/1/2015 

Can Tho International airport 12/1/2015 

Victoria Can Tho Resort 12/1/2015 

Can Tho Market 12/1/2015 

Can Tho Waterfront  Promenade 12/1/2015 

Mekong Eye Cruises & docking  area 13/1/2015 

Phong  Dieu CBT area 13/1/2013 

Nha Vuon Homestay, Ba Xinh 13/1/2015 

Homestay My Thusan 13/1/2015 

Eco Cocoa Farm Muoi Cuong 13/1/2015 

Ninh Kieu Night Market, Can Tho 13/1/2015 

Can Tho Tourism Vocational College 14/1/2015 

Can Tho University 14/1/2014 

Can Tho Peoples‟ Committee Invest, Trade & Tourism Promotion Centre 14/1/2015 

Cai Rang Floating Market 15/1/2015 

Won Cai Son Homestay & Orchard, Cai Rang 15/1/2015 

Cantho Tourist JSC information centre 15/1/2015 

Tiger Island, An Giang 16 & 17 /1/2015 

Dinh Homestay, Hoa Hung 16/1/2015 

Tran Trung Nghia Homestay, Hua Hung 16/1/2015 

Cultural Hall, Hua Hung 16/1/2015 

Tan Duc Thang Memorial & homestead 17/1/2015 

Tiger Temple, Hua Hung 17/1/2015 

Bac De Shrine, Long Xuyen 17/1/2015 

My Phuoc Communal House, Long Xuyen 17/1/2015 

An Giang Travel office, Long Xuyen 19/1/2015 

Vietravel office, Long Xuyen 19/1/2015 

Hoa Binh Hotel 19/1/2015 

Victoria Hotel, Chao Doc 19/1/2015 
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Ben Da Nui Sam Hotel, Chao Doc 19/1/2015 

Delta Adventure floating hotel & boats 20/1/2015 

Tra Sue Cajuput Forest 20/1/2015 

Cam Mountain Buddhist Complex 20/1/2015 

Nui Cam Resort 20/1/2015 

Vinh Te Canal 20/1/2015 

Rach Gia Airport 23/1/2015 

U Minh Thoung National Park 23/1.2015 

Hon Me Relic Site 24/1/2015 

Hon Dat Womens‟War Memorial 24/1/2015 

Rach Gia Harbour 24/1/2015 

Rach Gia Old Quarter/Museum 24/1/2015 

Ha Tien M Mac temples 26/1/2014 

Thac Dong pagoda 26/1/2014 

Mui Nai beach 26/1/2014 

River Hotel, Ha Tien 26/1/2014 

Cambodia border post 26/1/2014 

Boat dock, Ha Tien 27/1/2015 

Hoa Binh, Vin Peal, Saigon, Blue Lagoon & Veranda Resorts, Phu Quoc 27/1/2015 
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Annex 3 Memorandum of understanding on joint destination management  

 

THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM 

Independence – Freedom – Happiness 

 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

ON COOPERATION FOR COMBINED TOURISM DEVELOPMENT  

IN THE 3 MEKONG RIVER DELTA PROVINCES 

OF AN GIANG, KIEN GIANG AND CAN THO 

 

Today, on the 18 October 2014, in Rach Gia City, Kien Giang province, VNAT chaired the 
high level meeting on cooperation for tourism development among 3 Mekong River Delta 
provinces. Participants to the meeting included: 

Vietnam National Administration of Tourism (VNAT) as the chair body at the high level 
meeting 

Mr. Nguyen Quoc Hung– VNAT Vice Chairman 

The 3 Mekong River Delta Provinces as signatories to the Memorandum of 
Understanding on cooperation for tourism development 

Mr. Ho Viet Hiep, Vice Chairman of the People‟s Committee of An Giang Province 
Mr. Le Van Tam, Vice Chairman of Can Tho People‟s Committee 
Ms. Dang Tuyet Em, Vice Chairwoman of the People‟s Committee of Kien Giang Province 

After discussion and agreement, the 3 Mekong River Delta Provinces (abbreviated as 
3 MRD Provinces) signed the Memorandum of Understanding on cooperation for tourism 
development with the main contents as follows: 

I. PRINCIPLE AND MODE OF COOPERATION 
 

1. Principle of cooperation: 

The 3 MRD provinces commit to entering a cooperative relationship for tourism 
development with a view to appropriately exploiting tourism potentials of each province and 
promoting regional tourism growth in a sustainable manner through tourism development 
programmes and plans developed by its own province, in accordance with the Memorandum 
of Understanding on cooperation for mutual tourism development among the 3 MRD 
provinces. 

The cooperation of the 3 MRD Provinces is built on the principle of voluntariness, 
consensus, harmonization between bilateral and multilateral cooperation, for mutual benefit 
and without damage to each individual signatory‟s interests.  

2. Mode of cooperation: 
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The cooperation for combined tourism development among the 3 MRD Provinces is 
aimed at achieving an agreement on guidelines, policies and major contents of cooperation. 
The realization of specific cooperation contents shall be financed partially by the 
corresponding budget of each province, the remaining part shall be implemented a by those 
economic sectors that have sufficient capability and financial viability in each local area 
based on the market demands. The Cooperation Group of the 3 MRD Provinces encourages 
various economic sectors to take part in development of proposal for the cooperation 
contents answerable to the market demands and to organize the implementation. 

The Cooperation Group of the 3 MRD Provinces facilitates the implementation of 
cooperation contents through the mechanism, policies, planning, investment into the 
infrastructure at tourism destinations, tourism routes, tourism resorts, where major activities 
in the cooperation contents take place. 

II. Contents of cooperation 
1. Cooperation in development of the local tourism management and 

development mechanism and policies 

The cooperation is to develop a consistent and mutually-matched tourism 
management mechanism. The cooperation is in parallel to develop open tourism 
development policies, facilitate many economic sectors to invest into, exploit and develop 
tourism in the local area, especially the private sector.  

2. Cooperation in tourism product development 

Formulate and implement the inter-regional tourism product development and 
cooperation plans, in which tourism products in each area are locally featured and 
differentiated at each destination, highly competitive with other destinations and regions in 
order to attract tourists from both international and local markets.  

For the time being, the cooperation is focused on the following 4 categories: 

First: Develop a tourism framework programme as a basis for the provinces to 
develop specific tourism programmes as well as locally-featured programmes linked with the 
tourism framework programme, which helps to create a system of complex tourism routes 
attractive to tourists and bring the tourism products of the 3 MRD provinces together as a 
common destination.    

Second: Propose a tourism development plan that is featured for each province, 
which contains differentiated factors to avoid the overlap, boringness and monotony in 
tourism products at each destination. 

Third: Combine to organize tourism events in the region in order to create a series of 
events, providing opportunities for tourism enterprises to exploit a new tourism product or 
programme, with sufficient basic services to meet the tourists‟ demands. 

Fourth: Organize FAM trips for tour operators, both national and international, to 
connect tourism routes, develop inter-regional tourism programmes and products.  

3. Cooperation in publicity and promotion of tourism 

Combine to organize publicity of tourism products, destination promotion and 
marketing to the national and international markets. 
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Concentrate to develop joint promotional publication, participate to national and 
international travel marts, prepare plans of promotion and publicity for joint destinations, 
organize press trips for the media to promote joint destinations of the 3 MRD Provinces. 

4. Cooperation in tourism human resource development 

Cooperate to develop tourism human resources and improve the quality of tourism 
workforce towards a general direction and general standards.   

Put focus on training of tourism tour guides (including on-site tour guides) on tourism 
service skills, knowledge about traditional culture of each locality; provide refresher training 
courses on tourism occupational skills for service staff at tourism accommodation 
establishments. 

Training tourism service skills in some areas being advantages of the 3 MRD 
Provinces such as marine tourism, MICE, cultural tourism, eco-tourism, community-based 
tourism. 

III. ORGANIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
1. Establishment of the Regional Steering Committee for Combined Tourism 

Development in the 3 MRD Provinces (abbreviated as the Regional Tourism 
Steering Committee) 

The establishment of the Regional Tourism Steering Committee is aimed at 
achieving a consistent guiding and handling of the cooperation for combined tourism 
development in the region of 3 MRD Provinces, which shall consist of Vice Chairmen and 
Vice Chairwoman of the city/provincial People‟s Committees in charge of cultural and social 
affairs. In case of any personnel change in any province, the newly-appointed Vice 
Chairman of the People‟s Committee in charge of cultural and social affairs shall naturally 
become the member of the Tourism Steering Committee. 

Operational mechanism: The Regional Tourism Steering Committee shall operate 
based on a mechanism of yearly rotation of Head of the Steering Committee. Annually The 
Regional Tourism Steering Committee shall meet once at the end of the year (to be 
convened by the incumbent Head of the Steering Committee) to review the cooperation 
activities in the current year and approve the cooperation plan for the next year. 

2. Establishment of the Regional Standing Management Unit under The Regional 
Tourism Steering Committee (abbreviated as the Regional Standing Management 
Unit) 

It is agreed to establish the Regional Standing Management Unit consisting of 
Directors (or Deputy Directors in charge of tourism) of provincial/city Departments of Culture, 
Sports and Tourism. Whichever province takes the position of the Head of the Regional 
Steering Committee, its incumbent in the Regional Standing Management Unit shall become 
the Head of the Regional Standing Management Unit.   

Operational mechanism: Annually the Regional Standing Management Unit shall take 
initiative to prepare the implementation plan of the cooperation contents for the next year in 
order to report to the Regional Steering Committee for approval. The Regional Standing 
Management Unit shall directly guide the implementation of cooperation contents, make 
summaries and reports of results to the Regional Steering Committee on a quarterly basis. 
The Regional Standing Management Unit shall meet twice annually, respectively at the end 
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of the year (together with the Regional Steering Committee) to review the cooperation 
activities of the current year and approve the cooperation plan for the next year, and in the 
middle of the next year (to be convened by the next rotational Head of Standing 
Management Unit) to check the implementation progress and finetune the plans in keeping 
with the actual situation. 

3. Establishment of the Working Group under the Regional Standing Management 
Unit (abbreviated as the Working Group) 

It is agreed to establish the Working Group consisting of Managers (or Deputy 
Managers) of provincial DCST-attached Tourism Divisions. Whichever province takes the 
position of the Head of the Regional Steering Committee, its incumbent in the Working 
Group shall become the Head of the Working Group. 

Operational mechanism: the Working Group shall support the Regional Standing 
Management Unit to develop annual working plans/programmes, implement the contents of 
approved working plans/programmes and advise the Regional Standing Management Unit 
on the cooperation areas. The Working Group shall meet twice annually together with the 
Regional Standing Management Unit, which shall be convened by the Regional Standing 
Management Unit. Besides, depending on the actual situation, Head of the Working Group 
can convene separate meetings of the Working Group, but not more than twice per year, to 
discuss the implementation and adjust the plans to accommodate the actual situation. 

The Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation for Tourism Development in the 
3 MRD Provinces has been discussed and agreed by the leaders of the People‟s 
Committees of the member provinces to endorse the above mentioned contents and to 
organize a signing ceremony on the 18 October 2014. 

The Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation for Tourism Development in the 
3 MRD Provinces is made into 4 copies of equal value, which each province keeps 1 copy 
and the Vietnam National Administration of Tourism keeps 1 copy. 

 

On behalf of the People’s 
Committee of An Giang 

Province 

On behalf of the People’s 
Committee of Can Tho City 

On behalf of the People’s 
Committee of Kien Giang 

Province 

 

 


